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Introduction
When I decided to start a blog, I wrote the first three installments and let them “bake” awhile before I
posted them and announced the creation of the blog. I wanted to get past the romantic aspect of
dreaming something up, jumping in and doing it, and then, later, finding out it wasn’t sustainable.
Now, more than 11 years later, looking back, not only was I able to deliver a substantive posting each
month for 132 months, I have 16 of the 24 postings for the next two years already written, and ideas
for the remaining eight mapped out!
On a semi-regular basis, over a home-made café-au-lait, I read an old posting, and I’m very happy to
say that I’m not embarrassed by any of them! It surely has become a labor of love!
Over the years, a number of regular readers have suggested that I publish the postings in some sort of
printed book form. Having written numerous technical books, many articles for technical journals, and
a newspaper column, I am well aware of the formal publishing process, and the work involved in
getting what I might consider to be a perfectly good manuscript into a shape that a publisher would
accept. Regarding writing books, my financial return was probably far less than the minimum wage! Of
course, I could self-publish, and, in fact, I have access to a facility to do just that at a very reasonable
cost. After serious consideration and putting my ego aside, I decided that I would indeed re-publish the
first 11-years-worth of installments, but in an electronic book form, PDF. And I would do so,
12 installments (that is, one year’s-worth) per Volume.
To make it worth having these Volumes available for downloading instead of readers simply going to
the website for installments one at a time, I’ve added some small value to the Volumes. Here are the
enhancement and/or changes I’ve made:
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Did some light editing: corrected spelling mistakes, improved punctuation, and tweaked some
grammatical constructs
Corrected factual errors
Updated outdated information
Added an occasional bit of extra relevant information as an aside
Added many more links, primarily to Wikipedia and Wiktionary
Added a few photos. [I write installments using MS Word, which easily allows me to arrange
embedded photos. However, when I export the result to my blog (which is hosted by the freely
available BlogEngine.NET), the result is far from pleasing. As such, after some early
experimentation, I have included very few photos.]
Added forward pointers to relevant installments that came later
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•

Regarding links to other installments, links to destinations that are in the same Volume resolve
to the corresponding chapter in that Volume; otherwise, they resolve to the blog web site.
Lastly, a very big “Thank You!” to my reviewers, good friends John Tew and Tom Plum, who have been
with me from the beginning. Now I say “good” friends. There is a saying, “Friends help you move, but
good friends help you move bodies!” I have not yet asked either to help in such a manner, but for now,
I’ll give them the benefit of the doubt.
Happy reading,
Rex Jaeschke, April 2021.
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1. December 2015, “Travel: Memories of Germany”
Official Name: Federal Republic of Germany (Bundesrepublik Deutschland); Capital: Berlin; Language:
German; Country Code: DE; Currency: euro (EUR), formerly Deutsche Mark.
Before reunification in 1990, Germany was divided into East and West.
•

East Germany – Official Name: German Democratic Republic (Deutsche Demokratische
Republik); Capital: East Berlin; Language: German; Country Code: DD; Currency: DDR mark
(DDM)
• West Germany – Official Name: Federal Republic of Germany (Bundesrepublik Deutschland);
Capital: Bonn; Language: German; Country Code: DE; Currency: Deutsche Mark (DEM)
My first visit to Germany was in 1981. Since then, I’ve visited all 16 German States, some of them
numerous times.

1.1

The Six Former East German States in June 2000

[Diary] I spent two days with a host family in the old city of Mainz, the capital of the state of RhinelandPfalz. It was the home of Guttenberg, and the museum dedicated to his printing accomplishments had
been renovated and recently re-opened. My hosts took me on a 40-km cycling tour along the Rhine
River and surrounds.
[Diary] I met up with son Scott at Frankfurt airport, and we flew on to Berlin where we stayed with new
friend Anna to begin our 2-week tour of the six former East-German States. Then it was on to
Lutherstadt/Wittenburg where Martin Luther nailed his theses to the church door. It was a neat little
town, but quite touristy. Then it was on to Leipzig for two days where we paid our respects to J.S. Bach
at his grave in Thomaskirche.
Next up, it was on to Weimar, another important city of the old German states, where friend Astrid met
us. [I first met her in 1995 when I hosted her as part of a program for European teachers and librarians.
She was born and raised under the East German regime.] We spent five days with her and husband,
Günter, in their beautiful village, Tiefengruben, an unexpected gem in the former East Germany. I took
advantage of the opportunity to go gliding in a sailplane one Sunday afternoon. We immersed
ourselves in the culture, which included the famous German poets Goethe and Schiller.
Next, it was on to Jena, home of the world famous Jena Glass Company and Zeiss Optics, founded by
the guy who invented many optical gizmos. Because of this plant, the city was a strategic target in
WWII and quite a bit of the town was destroyed. We stayed with a host family right downtown. Next
stop was Potsdam, capital of the Prussian empire, on the southeast outskirts of Berlin. We stayed with
another host family who lived about 500 m from Sanssoucci Park where the palaces were located. Host
Uwe took me on a great tour one evening showing me where the Berlin wall used to run and gave me
an interesting history lesson.
Then it was on to Waren, about two hours north of Berlin, to visit Belinda, a teacher we'd hosted a few
years earlier. We had a great visit with her; we all went to the Baltic Sea coast to tour a large Russian
submarine floating museum and Hitler's V1 and V2 rocket research and development facility at
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Peenemünde. (Much of that work was “borrowed” by the Americans and Russians at the end of WWII,
and served as the basis for their respective space programs.) Interestingly, the Baltic Sea is known to
the Germans as the East Sea.
We took the train back to Berlin where we stayed four nights with two hosts. We had a most enjoyable
time there too and took in a lot of the sights. Queen Elizabeth II was in town to open the new British
embassy, and we saw her from about 15 meters away getting into her Rolls Royce with hubby Phillip.
The primary purpose of the trip was to give Scott practice at speaking and understanding German. He
had recently finished his 3rd year and was enrolled for a fourth in September. While it was hard work
concentrating and trying to understand what people were saying, when people spoke more slowly, he
did very well. And according to the native speakers, he did very well with his speaking too.

1.2

Berlin in 2007

[Diary] The very long street full of stalls ended at an intersection in the center of which stood a very tall
crane that reached way up into the sky. Surrounding it was a fence, and inside, was, yes, a bungee
jumping place. I watched a young couple get into harnesses and be taken up on a 4-foot square steel
platform 60 meters (nearly 200 feet). After a few Hail Marys, they fell out the side of the cage, arms
around each other, and bounced up and down 3 or 4 times before the heavy-duty elastic cord holding
them at their ankles stopped springing. The crane then lowered the whole apparatus so the jumpers,
who, of course, were hanging upside down the whole time, could lie on the ground and be detached.
Then the basket was lowered as well. And for that tandem jump, the happy couple paid €69.
I must say that, to quote George from an episode of “Blackadder Goes Forth,” “It all looked pretty
darned exciting.” What the heck, thought I, and next thing you know, I was on the platform being
raised sky-high in rather quick fashion. Now before you ask, "He's not going to bloody well jump, is he?”
No, I was not! Mind you, if I hadn't had just eaten, I might have, but the thought of losing my glasses,
dentures, and recently eaten bratwurst and Coke soon put that idea out of my head. For only €3, one
could “go along for the ride,” literally. In my case, as there were no jumpers waiting, all five of us
passengers went for a look over Berlin. The cage was rather open, and there wasn't much between us
and the ground, just a few bars and rubber restraints. The pilot slowly rotated the cage several times so
we could have a good look around the city.
[Diary] I took my hosts to the plaza in front of the Humboldt University to see the memorial put there in
2000. It’s not well known, even by the locals, and I think it’s best seen at night. In the mid-1930s, the
Nazis took control here and decided that certain authors wrote things that were decidedly
“unacceptable” to the new government policies, so all books by those authors “had to go.” They took
some 20,000 books from the university library and burned them in a big fire in the plaza. So, what is the
memorial? It’s a 4-foot square glass window set in the cobblestone plaza, which is a window on an
underground room that’s about 15-feet square and 8 feet deep. The four walls all have white book
shelves from floor to ceiling, and all the shelves are empty. Basically, this is what a world without books
would look like.

1.3

Weimar in 2008

[Diary] At Frankfurt Airport, I followed the signs to the Deutsche Bahn reisencentrum where an ever-so2
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friendly agent was happy to sell me a round-trip ticket to Weimar with an open return. And seeing it
was my birthday later that week, I treated myself to First Class. [What the heck; you can't take it with
you, you know. Did you ever see a hearse with a luggage rack?]
My good friend Astrid met me on the platform. As we drove to her quaint village of Tiefengruben I
recognized many things and recalled events from previous visits. At their house we were met by her
husband, Günter, who was his usual delightful self. We talked over tea and pastries. As Astrid taught
English, we soon got into interesting and odd vocabulary, and had our dictionaries out.
[Diary] We left the village for Weimar at 11:15 am. It was a dreary cold day, but at least it was dry. We
parked in an underground garage a short walk from the town center. We walked on the hill just above
the Ilm River, not far from the famous poet Goethe's Garden House. For many years, the area was ruled
by the Dukes of Saxe-Weimar-Eisenach, and Weimar was their seat. We strolled into the palace
courtyard to see a long line of official-looking black Mercedes cars. That week, the Finance Ministers
from all 16 German states were meeting there. We walked up the hill to the statue of Karl August, one
of the great Dukes. Nearby was the café/restaurant Residenz where Goethe used to sit and have coffee.
Then it was on to one of the most famous libraries in Europe, named for Duchess Anna Amalia, Karl
August's mother, and regent after his father died. After the great fire in 2004, there was much
restoration and numerous precautions were added. The number of admission tickets issued each day
was limited. We were given audio wands with English narration. Then to protect the wooden floors, we
put on large felt overshoes, and waddled duck-like around the outer chamber listening to information
about some artworks and a very interesting and complicated clock with calendar. Then we were
ushered into the rococo room, the original library, the uppermost part of which was destroyed in the
fire. It had been beautifully restored. We spent 30 minutes listening to narrations about paintings and
busts.
We walked past the Hotel Elephant, the setting of one of Goethe's works. Right next to it was the town
square with nicely restored town hall. Being Christmas time, the square was full of wooden huts
decorated with boughs of fresh evergreen trees and lights. Some sold food and/or drink. Others sold
crafts, cheese, or meat. There were several carnival rides for little kids. Our reason for being there was
to sample the famous Thüringen Bratwurst, the state's specialty. While Astrid applied mustard to hers, I
smothered mine in ketchup. At another stall we purchased hot chocolate and glüwine.

1.4

Berlin in 2011

[Diary] The young receptionist at the hotel front desk was ever so happy to have me come stay again
and said, “Herr Jaeschke, we have taken the liberty of upgrading you to a room in the President’s Club
wing, at no charge to you.” [Don’t you just love that when that happens!] So, I put my key into the slot
in the private elevator and rode to the 4th floor, and walked to the end of a corridor. My room was twice
as large as the one I’d just left in Geneva, cost less than half the price, and had huge windows that
opened and looked out over a garden with large trees. Although it had rained while I was in the taxi,
the skies had cleared up and the sun streamed into my room. I had tea/coffee-making facilities, a small
fridge, a digital TV, a spacious work desk, and—dah dah—a dressing gown monogrammed with the
hotel logo. It was almost too much for a boy from the bush!
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[Diary] Members of my business group walked to the closest subway station and rode several lines
along with one leg on a streetcar. That took us to the street-level entrance of a WWII bunker that was
used as an air-raid shelter. Our guides were a couple of “typical” Berliners, a Welshman and a Greek,
and we had a long and informative tour of how the shelter was used. Quite a few items were on display
in cases as we moved from room to room. On my way home, there was a sign in my subway car that,
when translated from German, went something like, “A mobile phone is not a loudspeaker!” Enough
said.

1.5

Dresden in 2012

[Diary] The Johann Brahms express pulled out of Prague Station on time with light snow flurries falling.
A thick cloud layer kept the sun completely blocked. Soon after, a very friendly conductor came along to
check our tickets. He was fluent in Czech, English, and German, and tried some basic Japanese with that
group. (In contrast, when we crossed the German border and changed conductors, it was all German
and only German, as God intended!)
We followed a river for the whole of the 2:15-hour trip. In most places, there was ice near the banks,
but occasionally that extended across the whole river. Although there was evidence the river was used
for commercial transportation, that did not seem to be happening at this time of the year. We made
three stops before crossing the border into Germany and one stop after that before reaching Dresden at
10:45.
Peter, a university professor, was waiting for me on the platform, and after I bought a ticket for my
ongoing trip and changed some money, we headed out in his car. Light snow was falling, and the
streets were quite messy. He’d booked me in to the very nice, small, cheap guesthouse near his
university, so we went there to check in and dump my luggage. After that, we drove to his office where
we discussed business over coffee and a light lunch. I met some of his colleagues.
Around 4 pm, we headed out to play tourist and parked downtown near the Elbe River and walked
around the huge and impressive Zwinger Palace compound, parts of which were undergoing
restoration. It was quite cold out, so we kept moving. As it got dark, we came across a nice restaurant
in a basement that was decorated in a medieval style. Although our intent was to have coffee, we soon
smelled the fresh strudel being baked, so we had to sample that along with a scoop of ice cream and
another of cream! We chatted some more before venturing out in the dark and cold.

1.6

Berlin and Mecklenburg-Vorpommern in 2014

[Diary] Now this was no ordinary Business Lounge; it was a First-Class lounge, don’t you know!
Actually, while the lounge was quite nice, they don’t give much away anymore, at least not in those run
by United Airlines. Sure, they had the usual champagne, wine, and liquor, soft drinks, and light food and
snacks, but it was nothing exotic. In any event, I planned to eat supper on the plane.
As boarding was announced, I walked the few minutes from the lounge to the gate where I jumped
right onboard with priority boarding. UAL flight 932 was a Boeing 777, whose front sections had been
very nicely refurbished. I took up residence in Suite 1K, the first window seat on the starboard side. In
front of me were the First-Class galley, toilets, and the cockpit. Now when a passenger’s area has four
windows and takes up the same space as about four Economy Class seats, it’s referred to as a Suite. The
4
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front cabin had only eight suites, two rows of four-across, each at a slight angle from the neighbor, and
all facing forward. I had more storage space and electronic controls and plugs than I knew what to do
with. I was promptly issued with a large toiletries bag and a smaller, special-edition one as a souvenir.
We pushed back from the gate a little early and the steward responsible for moi noticed I hadn’t
attached my seatbelt shoulder harness, so he hurried over to do that. Not having ever flown with a
shoulder harness before, that was new to me. We took off into the night and went up the east coast to
New York City and out over the North Atlantic. First up came the usual hot towel—that was so hot I
could barely hold it in my fingertips—and that certainly opened up my facial pores. A bowl of hot,
mixed nuts and a glass of ice-cold cranberry-apple drink followed.
A uniformed, ebony princess (I kid you not) hovered into view with a menu from which I proceeded to
choose my evening’s repast. To begin, there was a warm appetizer of cheese and piquillo pepper spring
roll and coconut chicken with eggplant-mango chutney. [That was very tasty.] The soup was red rock
seafood bisque, but being allergic to shellfish, I skipped that. The very large bowl of salad was
smothered in creamy garlic dressing and could have been a meal on its own. There were four choices
for the main course, beef, chicken, fish, and pasta. I chose the Fillet of Amazon Cod with a mixed
vegetable ratatouille. [It was “to die for!”] Afterwards, I had a very nice cup of coffee and a large bowl
of vanilla ice cream with walnuts. I declined the port wine and cheese.
Given the late time for my flight, I declined to watch any movies and settled instead on a medley of
“Rhythm and Blues” audio tunes. By 11:30 pm, I’d finished my supper and two stewards appeared to
enquire if “Sir would like Sir’s bed prepared.” I vacated my Suite while they worked. First, the electrics
were used to lay the bed down flat. Then a padded mini-mattress was laid on top along with a light and
a heavy blanket. Then a large and small pillow were added, and the seat belt was arranged such that I
could be strapped in while sleeping. I took off my shoes and climbed in. Now I’ve had lay-flat beds many
times in Business Class, but ordinarily they are barely 6’4” long with a point at the feet end with room
for one foot only, so they really don’t work for me. However, this baby was 6’6” long with a wide end,
so I really could lie completely flat. I asked the stewards if they would be reading me a bedtime story or
singing me to sleep, and one of them replied, “Better that I not sing!” So, at 11:45 pm, US Eastern
Daylight Time, I turned out my lights and lay down. I was asleep very soon after.
[Diary] My train pulled into Altentreptow right on time at 14:44, and there waiting on the platform was
Belinda and her smiling face. [I met her when she came to the US in 1998 for a month to stay with three
different hosts. She was born and raised in the East.]
[Diary] We packed a picnic lunch and drinks, and headed out in the car around 10:15. We headed north
on the autobahn for the large Baltic Sea island of Rügen, where Belinda had taken me during my
previous visit, but this time, she had a different area in mind. There was little traffic, and it was a
pleasant drive. We stopped along the way for coffee and a stretch just after we’d crossed the bridge
onto the island. Along the way, I saw two lots of deer grazing in the fields and a very large flock of
cranes.
We had to cross a channel in a ferry, and Belinda had never done that before as a driver, but we
managed without incident. Then once we got onto some back roads, it wasn’t quite clear where we
were, so we pressed the GPS navigator into service. The polite woman narrator soon got us to Kap
5
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Arkona, a touristy place near the sea that has several lighthouses and military bunkers. As cars cannot
go to the attractions, we decided to ride the tour bus. There are some spectacular chalk cliffs in the
area, but there have been so many landslides that all the paths near the top and all the steps down to
the water have been closed to the public, so we couldn’t see the cliffs at all.
We drove back a different route and stopped at one place where we walked a few hundred meters
through a nice pine forest to the sand dunes and then down along the beach where we collected some
shells. Then we had another rest stop before we set out for home around 5 pm. We were back home by
6:30. It had been a pleasant day.
[Diary] After lunch, we set out for a drive to the town of Penzlin, the home of witch burnings and such
back in the “good old days.” We walked by the lake and playground, and then went up into the town to
the small, restored castle and museum where we sat in the sunshine talking while eating lemon cake
and sipping coffee. It was an altogether pleasant interlude. Back home, we talked over a light supper.
[Diary] I headed out for Belinda’s school. At 1:50, her 6th-grade English class got underway with me as
the guest speaker. The students ranged from 13–15 and after a slow start, got enthusiastic. They are
studying the US this year, so we made that the lesson’s theme. They worked in groups to come up with
questions. First, I asked them to write three or four things they thought were different or unusual about
the US. Their feedback included different sports, poor people, guns and violence, national parks, and
different systems of education. The second task was to have them identify three or four cities or places
in the US where they’d like to visit. It went quite well. Next up, I helped the principal with his English
class. There were 20-odd 7th-grade students, and we had a general question-and-answer session. I did
not introduce myself; they had to ask questions to find out who I was, what I was doing there, what I
did for a job, and so on.
[Diary] We drove to a small village on the coast opposite Poland where we walked around the yacht
club area before settling in to the only place in town that was open, an ice cream and coffee place.
From there, we drove further along the coast to a nice town that had its nicely restored harbor right in
the middle of the old town. We walked around the harbor looking at some impressive private boats,
and then walked the cobblestones back streets. We came across a very nice-looking restaurant that had
chalkboards outside advertising “exotic” fare, and one dish included 150 grams of kangaroo meat. As to
where they got their supplies was a bit of a mystery.

1.7

München in 2014

[Diary] During the 15-minute walk to my hotel, I came across an Aldi supermarket, so stopped in to get
milk and juice. I looked for something different, and there was a carton of rhabarber necktar (rhubarb
juice). Well, that certainly was different. My hotel looked just like the pictures on the internet, and the
friendly Greek desk clerk was ever so happy to take my credit card and get me situated. At €98
including tax, for two nights, it was a very good deal. He gave me a room on the quiet side of the hotel
with a large window that opened all the way. As it was quite hot and a bit humid, I let what breeze
there was come right on in. The room was small, but well designed, and still had room enough to swing
a dead cat, although I had no plan to do so, yet!
[Diary] Soon, I was at the famous square, Marienplatz, with its Town Hall complete with performing
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figures and bells. I arrived a few minutes after the production began, and watched along with a few
thousand of my close friends. I seemed to recall that it looked a lot like it did when I last saw it, 22 years
ago.
From there, I took a fortuitous wrong turn and found myself at the Viktualienmarkt, a large plaza with
many stalls selling food, beer, fruit, vegetables, and crafts. A maypole stood there and some sort of
ceremony regarding beer and brewing was taking place. Hundreds of men milled around in traditional
Bavarian costumes. Four large beer wagons each pulled by a team of four beautiful horses stood
nearby.
Next stop was the Hofbräuhaus, the famous beer-drinking hall. As it was early in the day, only a few
tourists were inside drinking. I took some photos of the ceiling and the metal stands where regular
patrons keep their beer steins locked up. Out front, a mime was performing.
For my Kulcha fix, I dropped into the former royal palace complex, the Residenz Museum. Knowing that
it would be “over the top,” I bought just the basic ticket, forgoing all the extra rooms and smaller
museums one could visit. It was room after room of huge wall tapestries, ornate furniture, elaborate
ceilings, and gold-covered everything! Although all the contents were moved out during WWII, almost
all the buildings were destroyed, so much of it had been reconstructed.
[Diary] I went out in search of just the right place for just the right meal. After 10 minutes of walking
around, I found the end of the rainbow, a small snack bar near my hotel. All the young staff were
friendly. I had a large bowl of creamy potato soup with large bits of sausage in it along with a liberal
dose of fresh parsley. “Was it good?,” you ask. Well let’s just say that it was the kind of soup that your
Grandma wished she could make! Even before getting the soup, I was dreaming about dessert, but,
once again, I had no room, so I settled on a very nice, large mug of hot chocolate.

1.8

Conclusion

Being descended from German-speaking Lutherans from Prussia, and having been raised on various
German foods, I’m always comfortable in Germany. I do like most foods there and I have a shot at the
language, although I’m certain that three genders are two too many for any language!
Bucket List: High on my list is a month starting in Copenhagen, going by ferry to the Danish island of
Bornholm, and then by ferry to the German island of Rügen, then northeast Germany, and back to
Copenhagen.
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2.

January 2016, “Accidents and Incidents”

As a boy and a young man, I experienced my fair share of “interesting events.” I even had a couple of
visits to a hospital’s Emergency Room, but, unfortunately, not as many as I should have. Being righthanded and right-legged, it’s no surprise that most of the scars on my body are on my right side. After
all, that’s the side I naturally lead with.

2.1

The Big Fire

When I was about five, a young girl from the neighboring farm was over at my house to play. As was
common at the time, pigsties were sheds with roofs made of straw spread over chicken wire. Probably
the most common birds in the area were sparrows, and they made nests in these straw roofs (as well
as in other places). As sparrows were considered pests, I grew up being encouraged to destroy their
nests as the opportunity arose. In this case, there were so many nests that I found pulling them apart
by hand to be onerous. And so, I proposed that we burn them out. Yes, Ladies and Gentlemen of the
jury, I deliberately set fire to the straw roof. Unfortunately, my solution far exceeded my
expectations, as it also destroyed a good part of the pigsties. Several pigs that were burned rather
badly had to be put down. Quite some time after the alarm was raised, the Loxton Volunteer Fire
Brigade arrived. I’m pretty sure my Dad whipped my butt afterwards. And although I’ve been
somewhat fascinated by fire ever since—especially campfires—I have shown great restraint.

2.2

Around the Farm

From age 7–11, I lived on a 4,000-acre wheat and sheep farm. A popular activity for rural boys was bird
nesting, which involved the climbing of trees and the taking of eggs from bird’s nests and blowing them
(removing the contents through a small hole by blowing) to make an egg collection. Sparrows were
rife, and Dad encouraged me to destroy their nests at every opportunity. Many nests were at the top
of stone walls of various implement sheds just beneath the corrugated-iron roofs. One summer’s day, I
put my hand in such a nest to remove any eggs when something strange touched me. Then out popped
the head of a rather large snake that had somehow gotten up to there to eat the eggs. After that, it
took me a while to get up the courage to put my hand back into that kind of nest. Magpies didn’t take
kindly to having their nests robbed, and they would often swoop down on the heads of anyone
climbing up a tree to their nest. And their beaks were sharp. Other birds that had nests were crows,
tomtits, and pigeons.
I was probably about nine when I started shooting with a .22 rifle. And while I managed to shoot the
occasional bird, I figure I missed far more than I hit. I had only one shooting accident in my life, which,
of course, is one too many, but that didn’t happen until I was a teenager. I was sitting in the kitchen
cleaning the rifle, and managed to discharge a bullet right into the door frame.
To earn some serious pocket money, I trapped rabbits, although I seemed to have a problem
remembering exactly where I’d set all of them, so sometimes I came home one or two short. When I
had traps set, I had to get up early and go around them, especially in summer, to make sure the rabbits
didn’t die of heat. On school days, this mean a very early start. A number of incidents come to mind:
One early morning, I came to a rabbit hole to see the chain was pulled down into the hole. So, I
reached way down into the dark hole, only to find a very angry and large lizard at the end. I can assure
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you I removed my arm muy pronto! On another occasion, there was a magpie with a very sharp beak!
Once, the trap was missing, and since it had been tethered to an 18”-long steel peg hammered
vertically into the ground, something rather large and/or strong had been caught and had managed to
pull the peg from the ground. The trail was easy to follow, and more than a mile later, I caught up with
Brer Fox, who was trailing the trap behind him. Being an enterprising lad, I managed to dispatch Foxy
Loxy, and retrieve my trap without damage to myself.
From age 12–14, we lived on a place where we ran more than 200 pigs, many of which we bred. My job
after school each weekday was to feed those pigs buckets of crushed grain. I also had to clean the
cement water troughs. I remember one particular incident, which happened so quickly, I had no time
to think that I was “going to die.” The smaller sties had a small run out the back, and that was reached
by a narrow opening in the wall at the back. Dad wanted to vaccinate (or do something or other) to a
large sow, so he told me to bring her into the main pen from the run, and then to sit in that back
opening, blocking it as an escape route. Well, the sow knew the opening was right behind me, and
when she wanted “out,” she put all her force behind her 200+ pounds of weight and fairly well charged
pretty much through me. Fortunately, I was pushed back and to the side, rather than being wedged
against the opening wall or trampled. Having me sit there certainly wasn’t the smartest idea my Dad
had, that’s for sure!

2.3

Motor Vehicles

When I was about nine, Dad, Mom, and I took a day trip to the state capital, Adelaide. Somewhere in
the suburbs, we were involved in an accident. I was sitting in the front between Dad and Mom. (This
was during the days before seatbelts were installed.) I was taken by ambulance to the Adelaide
Children’s Hospital where I was treated for an obvious injury, a gashed mouth caused by glass from the
broken windshield. When the Doctor asked me if I hurt anywhere else, I just happened to mention that
my right shoulder was a bit sore. Once they got my sweater and shirt off, they found a good-sized gash
in my right shoulder where the rear-vision mirror stem had penetrated. So, they stitched up both
wounds. [Some might say that the Dr. should have stitched my mouth a little tighter, as well!]
I started driving farm vehicles when I was about 11. However, despite a number of “near misses” I
managed to keep my early driving record “clean.” Interestingly, when I sat for my practical driving test
(which back then, in South Australia, was done by a policeman) at age 16, the policeman told me to,
“Drive like you were taught.” .Pretty soon, I was speeding, and I cut a corner. Needless to say, he failed
me, and I had to take the test again some weeks later.
When I was 18, I went home to help Dad cart wheat to the local grain elevator. However, to do that, I
needed to get a truck-driving license. Now Dad had warned me that the driver’s-side door latch was
faulty, and that I should “Watch out!” Well, don’t you know, there I was taking a Policemen out for my
test drive, and as we were going around the town’s large roundabout (turning circle), the driver’s-side
door flew open. Well, what was a lad from the bush to do, but say, “Sorry about that; the latch is a bit
dicky,” and put my arm out the window to hold it shut while driving with the other hand!
When I was 20, I bought a couple of cars of the same make and model, and I was trying to make one
good one out of them. I parked them in the back lane and one Saturday afternoon I was working on
them. I was tightening a bolt underneath the front of one when my hand slipped, and I gashed my right
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wrist on some jagged metal. As I stood up, blood spurted 8–10 feet across the lane and I thought to
myself, “Hmm, that doesn’t look too good!” I used my left hand as a tourniquet and raced over to the
neighbor’s house. Fortunately, he was home. He owned a Mini Moke, which had open sides and roof,
and we jumped in, me with a greasy old cloth trying to stem the bleeding. The first hospital we went to
was for maternity patients only with no emergency facility, so we headed straight for the Royal
Adelaide Hospital, some five miles further on. There, the staff quickly put a clamp on things to stop the
bleeding and then asked me to “please take a seat.” Some hours later, after they’d dealt with all the
higher priority emergencies, they got to me. And when they lifted me up onto a table, I fainted from all
the blood loss. The gash was deep, and needed several layers of stiches. A second, but smaller, cut also
needed a bit of attention. Of course, my arms were covered in grease from working on the car, but
they only cleaned around the wounds. So, when I got back home, I had to ask my housemate to help
me clean up.
So, there I was, right arm confined to a sling, with a brand-new motorcycle sitting in the shed. So, how
would I be able to ride in that condition? Of course, being young and stupid, I took my arm out of the
sling and set off. Now I needed to twist my right wrist to operate the throttle, that tore the main
wound open, and infection set in. So, my short-term solution actually turned out to cause me to stop
riding longer. Hey, it seemed like a good idea at the time!
I was rather cavalier when riding my motorcycle, and sometimes I even rode with open-toed sandals,
which in hindsight can only be described as “incredibly stupid.” One day, while riding on the sidewalk
near my house I ran right along a chain-mesh fence, tearing up all the toes on one foot. Another time, I
was tailgating a van, and when it braked suddenly, I turned the bike on its side and slid—still seated on
the bike—under the back of the van. The large steel ball on the van’s trailer hitch put a big dent into
the bike’s oil tank right next to my leg, but other than that, there was no damage.
On one visit back to Australia from the US, friend Dave, lent me a car. Well, one fine day, I was minding
my own business when a guy coming towards me decided to do a U-turn, right in front of me. From a
neighbor who watched the event, I borrow a large steel bar and managed to get my front fender off
the wheel to make my car drivable. As for the other guy, I noticed the other side of his car was also
dented, and when I asked, “How come?” he told me that was from an accident he’d had a few weeks
before! By the way, 30+ years later, Dave and I are still friends.

2.4

Sports-Related Adventures

In 1968, I was in Year 11 at High school, and I played Australian Rules Football for the Loxton Tigers
Colts team. We made it to the Grand Final. In the dying stages of the game, I was running in to pick the
ball off the ground when a player from the opposing team ran in to kick the ball of the ground.
[Nowadays, that results in a penalty and is referred to as “kicking in danger.”] He missed the ball and
got me right in the shin of my right leg, and down I went. After a brief lie on the ground, with the help
of the trainers (the guys who run out onto the field with water, towels, and to help with minor medical
problems) I managed to walk off the field. Not long after, the final siren sounded, and we’d won the
game and the championship.
As was always the case, at each local sporting event involving bodily contact or other chances for
injury, the non-profit St. Johns’ Ambulance Brigade always provided an ambulance and several (usually
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volunteer) first-aid people. They looked me over, put my leg in an inflatable splint, and figured I’d need
to go to the hospital to have the leg X-rayed. However, rather than go to the local hospital and possibly
stay overnight in a town away from home, they agreed to drive me back to my home town, and my
Dad rode in the ambulance with me. At the Loxton hospital, the X-ray showed a multiple fracture
(without any sideways displacement, which was why I was able to walk off the playing field), so the
doctor and nurses put a plaster cast on the lower leg leaving the front open to accommodate the
swelling. Several days later, they wrapped plaster around to provide a somewhat thin cover over the
front.
I stayed in hospital for a couple of nights. I was in a bed right up in the far corner in the large men’s
ward. Through a door nearby was a room where male patients were put if they were unlikely to
survive. I believe it was referred to as the “Death Ward!” Anyway, while I was in hospital, an elderly
farmer from my area was wheeled in there, and his family came to say “goodbye” along with the
Lutheran minister. Charlie was on some sort of breathing device that made quite a sound. In the
middle of the night, I woke up and heard that sound stop, and I figured Charlie had gone to that great
farm in the sky. So, I buzzed the nurse to let her know. The next morning, nurses were wheeling
equipment out of that room and generally cleaning it up, but no one would say that Charlie had died;
they had to keep up the morale of the other patients, I guess, lest we thought it was a result of the
hospital food.
For some reason, the doctor did not put a heel on my cast, which made it difficult to walk. I’m guessing
that was the point, to keep me off that foot. Of course, I had crutches, but I still put weight on the foot.
Once I was out of hospital, I had checkups at the doctor’s office every two weeks. Given the temporary
nature of the first cast with the front closed after the swelling went down, and my general abuse of it,
that cast lasted only a few weeks, and the doctor replaced it with a new one. But when I broke that—
because I was driving a stick shift vehicle and getting around without my crutches to feed the pigs—the
doctor put on a full cast, right up to my thigh. That made it impossible to sit on the front seat of a car,
let alone drive, so it had the desired intent, to slow me down. Bugger!
I soon got into the swing of using crutches, but it made it awkward to use them and to carry a school
satchel the half mile to/from the bus stop from the house, and to get around school with books and
such.
To use the ambulance service, one generally became a member for an annual fee, and that entitled
one to unlimited usage, as needed. As such, whenever I had to go to the doctor’s office, I scheduled a
pick up by an ambulance. And some days, the driver would be a bit bored, and he’d use the siren as we
drove the couple of miles from the high school through the town. At the beginning, I rode in a special
passenger seat. However, once I had a full cast, I could no longer fit there, so they had to open the
back, lay me on the bed, and strap me in. It was quite a production when kids saw me being loaded in
at the school. I know I enjoyed it. One nice day, when I was done at the doctor’s office the driver said
something like, “Where to Sir?” and I said, “It’s such a nice afternoon, why don’t I skip school for the
rest of the day, and have you drive me home?” He thought that was a fine idea, and as he nothing
better to do, we drove the nine miles where he came into the house and had a cup of tea with Mom.
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Over a number of years of playing football, I had my share of finger injuries and concussions. However,
the big event that heralded the end of my career involved a knee injury. In March of 1973, at the grand
age of 19, I was “all pumped up.” I’d played in two consecutive premiership teams in the Under-19’s
competition, and I was ready to try to make the big move to a spot on the League team.
Before the regular season started in April, it was customary for clubs to have a series of pre-season trial
games, mostly intra-club between the players in the League and Seconds squads. That year, there were
three such games, and I remember well the first two games, in which I had opponents with years of
League experience. It certainly was a shock to be making heavy body contact with seasoned veterans!
In any event, I did well in those two games. In the third game, about 15–20 minutes into the first
quarter, I was running for the ball and in the middle of a turn, my right knee “gave out,” and I lay on
the ground unable to move that leg much. Of course, the medical trainers rushed out to me, and after
a few minutes, I was able to stand and hobble off the field. Back in the dressing room, a club doctor
looked me over and said he thought it was a cartilage problem, a common malady for Aussie Rules
players. Within a few days, a specialist has confirmed that I’d torn a cartilage, and surgery to remove it
was set for a few weeks later.
I must say that this was a major setback, and, in hindsight, one from which I never really recovered. I
spent the rest of that year working out, but was never confident enough to think I was ready to play
again. To make matters worse, the following year, I tore the other cartilage in that knee and damaged
a ligament. Subsequently, that cartilage was also removed, and the ligament cut and tied. I never was
able to get that knee in good shape. Although I did play in later trial matches, it was clear my shot at
the big time had passed. But, as they say, “Life goes on,” and with football “out of that way” I could
concentrate on my education and career.

2.5

Miscellaneous Events

My one-teacher country school had a large garden in which was a patch of bamboo, and from that I
carry a large and permanent reminder. From time to time, we’d cut down lengths of bamboo for use in
a variety of activities, leaving behind jagged stumps about three inches out of the ground. The Taplan
football club oval (playing field) was nearby, and one Saturday during a game there, some other kids
and I went over to the bamboo patch to “mess around.” Somehow, I fell over and got one of those
sharp, jagged stumps stuck in the front of my right, lower leg, right down to the bone. There was a lot
of blood, yet I never did have it stitched. [Now, when I look at the large scar, I am reminded of the
famous quote from the movie Monty Python and the Holy Grail, “It’s only a flesh wound!”
Once, I lived in a house several of whose doorways were a little shorter than I was tall. One day I
turned around and charged out of the kitchen, and immediately encountered a rather stubborn door
frame. Although I retained consciousness, I must say that I lay on the floor a good while after.
In 1981, I had my first Adventure Trip, eight days on and near the Amazon River in northeastern Peru.
As part of my kit for the trip I bought a brand-new Swiss Army knife. After a day at a swank base camp
and then a long boat ride, we arrived near our quite primitive camp. As got off the boat, I spied a
cluster of bamboo-like reeds, and decided to use my trusty knife to cut myself a walking stick. Seconds
later, I'd managed to slice my finger quite badly, and as I looked around, I saw I was next to a villager’s
yard with a cow grazing nearby. Right about then, it occurred to me that I’d not had any vaccinations.
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(Can you say tetanus?) Fortunately, a fellow traveler was a nurse, and I had with me a basic First-Aid
kit, so disaster was averted.
Over the years, I’ve been on the receiving end of some 240- and 110-volt electric shocks.
From age 16–18, I ran a quality control lab for a margarine factory. Now despite all recommendations
to the contrary, I attempted to push a section of glass tubing through a hole in a rubber bung while
holding said bung in the palm of my right hand. Needless to say, the tubing went right through the
bung and into my hand right where the tendons for each finger come together. Forty-five years later,
I’m still reminded of that event each time I try to grip a screwdriver!
For my follow-on laboratory act, I attempted to pipette by mouth (instead of using a rubber pumper)
absolute alcohol. Surprise! Yes, I got a mouthful, and although I got to the sink to rinse out my mouth
within seconds, I can assure you that it takes far less time than that for absolute alcohol to “tickle”
one’s skin. As a result, if I take a sniff of any alcoholic drink, in my mind, I am transported back to that
event.

2.6

Conclusion

Fortunately, the frequency of accidents has dropped significantly with age, but I have noticed that
among many people Common Sense isn’t so common. (If you doubt these, read about the Darwin
Awards.)
After many years of having no medical problems of note, several years ago, within a span of only three
months, I had emergency laser surgery for a torn and partially detached retina, surgery to remove an
inflamed (but benign) cyst on my chest, and a visit to a hospital’s emergency facility during the
beginning of a snowstorm.
By the way, while aging is mandatory, maturing is optional!
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3.

February 2016, “Signs of Life: Part 3”

From time to time during my travels, I come across signs that I find interesting for one reason or
another. Sometimes, they contain clever writing, are humorous, or remind me of some place or event.
Here are some more from a recent trip to London and Yorkshire in England.

A magic shop.
But can they spell properly?

Instructions in a telephone booth
(pay phone).
To reverse the charges is equivalent
to America’s to call collect.
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Sign outside a
pie shop.
This uses the
general style of
London
Underground
(Tube) station
name signs.

Sign in a lane behind
a business.
I’ve heard of cow
tipping, but I
couldn’t figure out
what this meant
without researching
it further.
Apparently, it
means no illegal
dumping.
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This just seemed odd. Did
they mean one should not
be tresspassing, so as to use
the basketball facility? I
really couldn’t figure it out.
And just what are
authorized uses of
basketball posts? And when
did basket ball become two
words?

A restaurant
menu.
This was near
and dear to
my heart, as
I’ve long used
the term
rabbit food to
mean salad,
and for exotic
salads, I call
them
“California
leaves and
twigs.”
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Don’t you just hate
that when
someone eats all
the pies?

A shoe store.
The play here is
on the word
chiropody.
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What a crazy name for a
hairdresser’s!

A chain of
bars that
also serve
food.
Now while
slugs very
likely do
eat lettuce,
my guess is
that the
play here is the use of slug to mean a drink, as in, “He took a slug of whiskey.”

Rumor has it that he is a distant
relative of Thomas the Tank Engine!
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Sign on a private gate next to a
public path.
I must say that as I passed by, I did
look around to see if I could see
anyone with a gun.

A tea and coffee shop just for fans of Lewis Carroll.
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Direction to a public toilet.
The internationally
recognized term WC is an
abbreviation for water closet,
an early name for a flush
toilet.
BTW, according to Wikipedia,
“Contrary to widespread
misconceptions, [Thomas]
Crapper did not invent the
flush toilet.” However, he did
improve it.

Collection boot
for donations to
the Royal
National
Mission to Deep
Sea Fishermen.
To wang is to
throw, and a
welly is a
Wellington
boot.
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So, what do you suppose this place
sells? Apparently, mobile phones
and such. That said I don’t know
about One. and Two.
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4.

March 2016, “Travel: Memories of Switzerland”

Official Name: Swiss Confederation; Capital: Bern; Language: German, French, Italian, Romansch;
Country Code: CH (from the Latin Confoederatio Helvetica); Currency: Swiss franc (CHF)
I’ve visited Switzerland a number of times, mostly in and around Geneva and the lake of the same
name.

4.1

Montreux and surrounds in 2001

[Diary] At the main station we boarded the 10:40:00-am train to Lausanne. (I can say 10:40:00 with
confidence; after all, this was Switzerland!) The ride along the shore of Lake Geneva took 40 minutes.
On arrival we were helped by a pleasant young lady at the tourist office who gave us a map and details
on catching the on-going ferry. We bought some food at a nearby stand and I got my liter of cold milk
at the supermarket. Then we headed down the steep hill to the Botanic Gardens for a “Swiss picnic in
the park.” We toured a nice rock garden and then found the small falls and ponds I was looking for.
From there we proceeded down the hill to the waterfront where we sat in the shade waiting for the
ferry ticket office to open after the lunch-time break. The ferry arrived and we all boarded in a matter of
minutes. At 2:05 pm, the horn sounded, and we were off. We were installed in First Class, on the upper
deck, in the shade, surrounded by other foreigners. There seemed to be two tour groups on board, with
lots of Aussies and Poms (English). We were on Lake Geneva headed for Montreux, an 80-minute trip.
We were going east along the north shore, and the hill up from the shore was quite steep. There were
terraces of grape vines all the way up. There was a light fog on the lake, but we could see the other
side. In fact, we could see snow on the Alps a mile or so away to the south. We made a number of stops
along the way.
We arrived at Montreux dock at 3:30 pm where we disembarked and dropped into the tourist office for
a town map and directions to our hotel. After a 5-minute walk along the lake we arrived at the Hotel
Eden du Lac (Eden on the Lake). Naturally, the outdoor restaurant was called “The Garden of Eden.” It
was a fine old hotel with a little bit of “new” thrown in. It had wooden floors with inlaid sections, large
French windows and drapes, and space-age glass-sided elevators.
Our room was very large, and the French windows lead to a small balcony that overlooked the garden
and lake, with a fine view across to the snow-covered Alps on the French side. The furnishings were very
nice and all the knobs in the bathroom were gold-colored. We unpacked and explored the grounds
before sitting in the salon reading newspapers. A Russian couple arrived at 5:45 pm; he with acoustic
guitar and she with violin. They played an eclectic suite for quite some time.
Eventually, a group of fellow conventioneers and their partners gathered and we headed off to a
restaurant that specialized in raclette and fondue, traditional Swiss eating styles.
[Diary] My business meeting group broke for morning coffee and, later, for lunch on the terrace, since
the weather was unexpectedly very nice. My lunch included a dish of quail with herbs and a salad,
followed by salmon in a parsley sauce with potato rissoles and royal carrots, topped off with a
wonderful cream custard with glaze, and, finally, hot tea. Just the thing for a growing boy!
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[Diary] At 12:30 pm, we broke for lunch in the garden. This included a shrimp salad, tournedos de
poularde (chicken wrapped in bacon), rice in saffron, and warm cucumber slices, followed by a lemon
sorbet dessert, optionally with vodka topping.
[Diary] After the meeting ended, Jenny and I arrived in Grandvaux by train to find our host, Dan,
waiting to collect us. After a short drive up the mountain we reached his very large home and met his
wife Susanne, and their two children, Sophie (aged 9) and Adrian (aged 5). Dan was Romanian and
Susanne was Danish, but both had lived in Switzerland many years. She spoke Danish to the kids and,
of course, they all spoke French. The kids would learn German late in elementary school. Both parents
were psychiatrists. Since both worked fulltime, they had an au pair, a young woman from Denmark.
Over dinner, we learned that Swiss women only got the right to vote in 1971. Also, despite existing for
some 1,200 years as a very stable country/government, the country was very poor until less than
100 years ago.
[Diary] We went driving in the local area. There were many acres of vineyards, all protected by law
from housing and commercial development. The average slope was 45 degrees, and in places got much
steeper, so you can imagine how difficult it was to work the vines. Rows were broken up into quite small
areas each of which was terraced with a tall retaining stone wall. The area has been settled for more
than 800 years and the Cistercian monks built all the early terracing. In the mid-1500's much of the land
was confiscated from the church by the government, during the Reformation, when the Catholic Church
started to lose control of things. The main area had about 275 acres of vines shared among 40 growers
most of whom also made wine. The wine produced was unique given that the grapes got direct
sunlight, light reflected from the lake down below, and heat radiated from the many and huge
retaining walls during the night as they cooled off.
[Diary] As we sat and took in the surroundings, I spied a fox coming through the vineyard toward a
house. It climbed the steep stone steps up to the back gate of a house, climbed through the gate and
proceeded to check out the back yard presumably looking for cat and/or dog food. Then it went around
the side of the house out to a street and on its merry way. I've heard of the country mouse visiting the
city mouse, so I guess this is the Swiss version for foxes.
[Diary] Dan told us that all houses built since early in the Cold War, were—and most interestingly, still
are—required to have nuclear war shelters. He gave us a tour of his. The walls were very thin concrete
with an enormous steel and concrete door. There was an air filtering device that operated on electricity,
but should that fail, it could be turned by hand. There was also an oiled hole to the outside through
which to push a radio antenna. In theory, owners were supposed to maintain bedding, food, and water,
and such there at all times. In fact, these shelters were inspected every year by a local official.
Fortunately, the locals get a bit of notice, so they can move all their wine and other stuff from there and
set it up just to pass inspection.

4.2

Geneva in 2006

[Diary] From the airport, I took the train into the city, and then a taxi to my hotel. It was quite
adequate: a large bed, TV, microwave oven, fridge, and wireless internet connection were supplied, and
a continental breakfast was included. By this time, the stores had closed, so I had to resort to a
convenience store for some basic kitchen supplies; they were very expensive! I had some Middle Eastern
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food then went to bed. Unfortunately, the hotel had a very noisy nightclub in the basement.
Fortunately, I had some earplugs, and they did a reasonable job.
[Diary] The next morning, a Japanese colleague and I spent several hours walking along the edge of
Lake Geneva as vendors set up their food and souvenir shops. We stopped to look at the famous floral
clock, a large almost-horizontal clock with metal hands whose face is made from flowers growing in
beds. Each year, the flowers are planted in different arrangements. After a nap, I joined several
colleagues for dinner at an Italian restaurant. Unfortunately, smoking is very common, and there is no
such thing as a non-smoking area in eating places. It rained all afternoon and night.
[Diary] After dinner, it was on to a performance by Cirque du Soleil, a world-famous acrobatic troupe.
They were absolutely magnificent! Although I had seen them perform on TV a number of times, this
was my first time live. I highly recommend it if you get the chance.

4.3

Geneva in 2008

From a business trip in 2008, to Geneva (which the Germans call Genf, as I discovered while reading
the Frankfurt Airport Departures screen). Despite the excerpts below, I did more than just eat on that
trip:
[Diary] The front-desk assistant at the hotel was ever so happy to see me, and “Bon Jour”ed me with a
sweet smile. I gave her my passport and credit card, and she gave me a key. A porter hauled my
luggage up to my room. Room 506 was on the 5th floor and had a small balcony over a main street and
a small view of the lake. The hotel was situated right in the downtown area and cost CHFs 230/night,
which included internet access, a buffet breakfast, and my share of a meeting room and catering for
four days of meetings, pretty good for this city. I had a large bed, plenty of tasteful older-style furniture,
a small refrigerator, large digital TV on the wall in front of my bed, and a large plate of fresh fruit nicely
packaged. By the time I unpacked it was 2:15 pm, and I was getting my second wind. I had a long hot
shower and then snacked on cheese and fruit as the rain come down.
[Diary] Next morning, I was the first to arrive in the dining room for breakfast. I ordered tea, but then
the waitress asked me a question. And in French too! How dare she? As was typical when I’m
“assaulted by a foreign language,” I had trouble recognizing the first few words, so didn't hear the rest
of them, but, eventually, I deduced that she wanted my room number, just to make sure I wasn't some
homeless person who'd wandered in off the street for a free breakfast. Of course, when she asked the
same question of the next poor unsuspecting foreign guest, being infinitely wiser, I was able to
translate for him.
[Diary] My committee met from 9 am to 5:45 pm, stopping for morning and afternoon breaks, during
which tea, coffee and very nice pastries were served. Lunch was catered and was served in an
adjourning room. To begin, there was a poached egg in a mushroom crust. Next came fingers of ham,
gratinated macaroni, and green peas. For dessert, we had apple Tatin pie with salted butter caramel ice
cream. Coffee followed. All in all, it was quite good and looked very attractive. In fact, several dishes
were quite artistic.
[Diary] Next day, we broke for another nice lunch at 12:15 pm. To begin there was Scottish salmon
Carpaccio with crystallized lemon and leek vinaigrette. Next came flank of veal cooked a la plancha
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style and served with pumpkin gnocchi and broccoli with butter. For dessert, there was a chocolate
praline brownie with white chocolate sorbet. I was near full after the appetizer, but, unfortunately, that
didn't stop me eating.
[Diary] We worked steadily throughout the day, taking the usual breaks, during which more food was
forced upon us. I managed to avoid the morning and afternoon tea pastries, but took advantage of two
of the three courses at lunch. I passed on the chicory salad with Roquefort cheese, figs, grapes and
walnuts. The main course was roasted guinea fowl with autumn chanterelles (mushrooms), small
potato pancakes and vegetables. Dessert was pear clafoutis. I followed that with a cup of proper tea.
[Diary] The next day, we had the usual wonderful selection of pastries at 9 am, 10:30 am and 3 pm, and
lunch was the usual great spread. I passed on the poultry liver terrine with figs and salad, saving myself
for the main course. That was halibut fillet meunière with cabbage stuffed with salmon, all with
vegetables and cream of parmesan cheese. I was well into it when the waiter came looking for me to
tell me the sauce contained shrimp, and that he had a plate without. Being allergic to shellfish I took
the alternate plate. Unfortunately, the shrimp pieces I'd already eaten started to work their (black)
magic, and parts of my lips and mouth started to feel a bit odd. Fortunately, I hadn't eaten very much,
and the black chocolate and chestnut macaroon with praline ice cream proved to be an effective
antidote. And the boiling cup of tea rounded things out very nicely.
Mid-afternoon, a great parade came down the street outside our hotel, so we all moved out on the
balcony to watch it pass by. There were many students in costumes, and vans laden with sound
equipment blasted the neighborhood with various kinds of music. The procession took at least
15 minutes to go by.
[Diary] That evening, mid-way through my meal, three children came in to the restaurant and sang for
the guests, and then passed around a hat for donations. I contributed two francs. The older boy was
dressed as a cowboy, the older girl as a pirate, and the younger girl as a butterfly, or maybe she was an
angel! Later, three teenage boys came and sang half-heartedly, and as they seemed to be in it for the
money only, I declined to contribute.

4.4

Geneva in 2011

[Diary] Having discovered United's refurbished Boeing 767s several years ago, I try to fly their Business
Class whenever I can especially for overnight trans-Atlantic flights. I took up my usual seat, 8A, at a
window facing backwards where I could keep my eye on the portside engine. The flight was completely
full. Once we got our safety instructions in English and French, flight UA974 took off from Washington
Dulles International (IAD) to the west in bright sunshine, then turned north and northeast. I settled in to
watch the animated movie Rango, which was mildly amusing.
After the usual bowl of nuts and drink, dinner was served. First up was a wonderful serving of smoked
salmon with cucumber and dill. That was followed by a crunchy salad with ranch dressing. For my main
course, I chose braised beef short ribs with roasted shallot sauce, oven-roasted fingerling potatoes, and
grilled asparagus.
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By the time dinner and the movie were finished, we were over Halifax, Nova Scotia, headed for
Newfoundland and the open Atlantic. I declined the port wine and cheese, but did succumb to a large
scoop of vanilla and passion fruit ice cream.
Around 8 pm, it got dark rather quickly as we flew east into the night. At 8:30, I yawned, lay back my
seat until it was almost flat, and started counting sheep; baa-1, baa-2, baa…zzz.
I slept reasonably well and woke to find it was 1 am back home, at which time I advanced my clock six
hours to GMT+1 with summertime. We were 40 minutes out from Geneva. I opened my blind slightly
and was pleased to see that the port engine was still there and functioning perfectly. [Don’t you just
love that when that happens!] According to my flight map, we'd crossed the extreme tip of southwest
England, entered France near Cherbourg, and passed to the south of Paris.
A flight attendant promptly placed a cloth on my table and served me orange juice, a fruit plate, and a
croissant with strawberry jam. And she did so with a smile although I suspect she had had no sleep at
all. I opened my blind all the way to see a beautiful day below. The sun was shining brightly over a
patchwork quilt of green fields and ripening cereal crops. The color of the river directly below had a
distinct glacial milk tinge to it.
We had a perfect landing at GVA ahead of our scheduled 8-am arrival, and as we taxied to our
terminal, I saw an Aeroflot plane from Russia, an Etihad jet from Abu Dhabi, and a Garuda plane from
Indonesia, not your usual sights. Passport control was a formality, and most of my time at the
immigration window was taken up by the officer looking for space in my passport in which to put an
arrival stamp. After a bit of a walk, I reached the baggage area, and my bag came out a few minutes
later. There was no customs control. I stopped off at a machine to get my free ticket to ride public
transportation anywhere in the metro area for the next 80 minutes.
All trains from the airport stop downtown, so I boarded the next one, an inter-regional headed for
Lausanne and Montreux. It took 10 minutes to get to Gare Cornavin, the main station. I stepped out on
the platform into glorious sunshine. Having had a much better than average sleep for an overnight
flight I decided to walk the 1+ km to my hotel. Vehicle and pedestrian traffic was heavy as the locals
were headed to work. I walked down Rue Mont Blanc to Lake Geneva where I crossed the Pont du Mont
Blanc Bridge to the old town. And there, at 13 place Longmalle, was the Hotel Longmalle, right where
I’d left it at the end of my previous visit!
Two very pleasant young women were there to greet me at reception. Yes, they were expecting me and
although check-in was not until 2 pm—it was not yet 9 am—they promised me a double room within
the hour. As it was such a nice day, I suggested we put a “Closed” sign on the door and take a picnic
into the mountains. They agreed that was a fine idea, but, unfortunately, they had to work. C’est la vie!
I worked on this diary while seated in the hotel lobby, and after 20 minutes my room was ready, and
the bellman took my luggage and lead me to the elevator. In my room, I connected to the outside world
to receive new email, then showered and jumped into bed. Although I hoped to have three hours of
deep sleep, it was a long time coming and wasn’t so deep. However, I awoke at 1 pm feeling fair.
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At 1:30, I headed out and it was still glorious. I walked the six blocks to the headquarters of an
international consortium with which I do business, and I spent several hours there sipping tea and
chatting to various staff members. I walked back to my hotel along the lakefront and through the
gardens passed the famous floral clock. The equally famous 200-meter-tall fountain, Jet d'Eau, was
operating out in the lake.
Back in my room, I took care of some email. I'd asked the international hosting organization Servas for
a list of hosts in Poland and that had arrived, so I read through some entries in two cities looking for
both day and overnight hosts. [After Geneva, I was going to Berlin for more business meetings, and
then onto western Poland for a vacation.]
At 5 o'clock, I went back to the lake and bought a ticket for a 75-minute boat tour. We departed
at 5:20. Seated next to me was a young couple from Melbourne, Australia. They were traveling around
Italy, Switzerland, and France for a month. I also chatted with an American man and woman from
Washington DC and my home city, Reston, respectively. As we talked some more, we found that we'd
arrived on the same overnight flight. In fact, they were flight attendants with United and both of them
had served me in-flight. The recorded narration on the tour was broadcast in French, English, German,
Spanish, and Italian, and my brochure was in English, Japanese, Arabic, and Russian. Sacrebleu!
After a short walk, I was at my familiar Italian restaurant, San Marco, where I sipped a glass of
pineapple juice while studying the pizza section of the menu. I placed my order and read a newspaper
while I waited for my food. The pizza was delicious, but a bit more than I really needed. I took my time
eating and reading. The best thing was that there was no air conditioning.
The sun had dropped below the buildings and a cool breeze blew. I decided to walk up the steep hill to
the old city where I sat in a park watching the world go by while savoring a half-liter carton of milk.
Then I walked through an area with lots of outdoor restaurants and then back to lake level. I spent a
few minutes listening to some street musicians before heading back to my hotel. Lights out at
10:30 pm.
[Diary] I was wide-awake at 1 am and never quite got back to sleep. I certainly was not ready to get up
when my 9:30-am alarm sounded. By the time I'd showered, dressed, and packed my computer bag,
there was no time left for breakfast. I took a taxi to the headquarters of the International Standards
Organization (ISO).
I met with a man who had recently joined ISO from the Washington DC area, and we continued our
discussions over lunch outdoors at a pizza restaurant nearby. Back at his office, I also met several other
staff in his department who were working on the latest edition of one of my documents. It was a very
productive five hours.
It was glorious out and as I had plenty of time, I figured out the local bus system and how to use the
free transportation card issued to me by my hotel, and I rode a bus back to my hotel where I worked in
my room for an hour.
At 5 pm, I was back on the bus headed for the Royal Hotel to attend a reception for US-based attendees
for the up-coming conference. Afterwards, I rode the bus back home. Lights out at 10:30 pm.
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[Diary] I slept until 3:15 am and then not much more until my alarm at 6:30, bugger! I ate breakfast at
the hotel, read a newspaper, and dealt with new email.
Outside it was another nice day. I rode the bus to the big convention center where I registered for the 2day ISO committee chairs' conference. We started promptly at 9:30 with 180 delegates from 40-odd
countries speaking at least 25 different first languages. All business was conducted in English.
Assuming it was going to be a rather boring set of “lectures” with attendees seated classroom-style, I'd
planned to do a whole lot of work on my laptop. Instead, I was surprised to find round tables for 8–
10 people, with laptop and mobile phone usage banned! At the start of each agenda item, a speaker
introduced the topic after which the people at each table had to brainstorm solutions for the problems
presented, with the aid of a facilitator. Each table then appointed a spokesperson who presented their
collective ideas, sometimes with a limit of 60 seconds! Apparently, it was a different approach from
previous years. In any event, it worked well, and I got quite involved even acting as a spokesman.
Throughout the day attendees got to move to different tables as their interests dictated. It sure was a
diverse group. For example, there were representatives from the oil and gas industry, dentistry, law
enforcement, heavy earth-moving equipment, information technology, aviation, and greenhouse
gases/climate-related fields, to name a few.
Having had a decent breakfast, I skipped lunch and worked on my laptop. Mid-afternoon, I faded and
had 40 winks during one presentation. We broke for the day at 6 pm and moved to an adjacent space
for a reception that consisted of food that was so substantial it served as my evening meal.
[Diary] After 9:30 hours of solid sleep, I felt great! The day went much the same as the one before
except that we had a very fancy buffet lunch, during which I met quite a few interesting people. We
finished at 5 o’clock and I left in light drizzle. Having had a big lunch, I wanted a small supper, so after
working in my room for several hours, I paid a visit to “Chez McDonalds.” I happened to sit at a table
right next to a door with a combination lock, and people kept coming and going through it constantly. I
figured it was the staff entry to the kitchen. However, people kept asking me something about the door,
in French, of course. Finally, it occurred to me that it was the door leading to the toilets, and to enter
one needed the access code printed on one's meal receipt.
[Diary] It had rained all night and there was still light drizzle, so I borrowed an umbrella from the hotel.
Soon after, my friend Daniela (formerly from Perth, Australia, and now living in Geneva), arrived and we
walked into the old city looking for a place to eat lunch. There were many places from which to choose,
but it took us a while to find just the right one, an Italian pasta house. In traditional European style, we
took three hours to eat, talk, and drink coffee. We hadn't seen each other in more than two years, and
it was great to catch up with her and to see her smiling face.
That evening, Daniela picked me up for an evening with her friends, Liz and Jean-Marc and family, at
their lovely house on a mountainside in France overlooking greater Geneva. The weather had cleared
up and the sun was out. We started out with champagne and several kinds of quiche, followed by
BBQ’ed pork sausages and chicken kebabs, and wrapped up with chocolate cake and Twining’s finest
Earl Grey tea. Throughout, we talked of many things. Quite coincidentally, Liz had attended the same
conference as me where she had heard me speak. We said ‘Au revoir’ around 10 pm and drove back to
my hotel in heavy rain.
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4.5

Conclusion

Except for the French-speaking Lake Geneva area, I’ve seen very little of the country. However, one
summer, my family and I, complete with grandparents, spent a day and night near Lake Constance,
after having previously been in Germany, Austria, Italy, and Liechtenstein. Although I’ve been through
the Zurich airport a number of times, I’ve only ever seen its gates and business lounge.
Bucket List: I can easily imagine spending a couple of weeks wandering from village to village and
around the countryside, and even hiking from hut-to-hut on some of the mountain paths. I’d also like
to visit some of the German-speaking areas.
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5.

April 2016, “English – Part 6: Verbs”

In Part 5, we looked at adjectives. This time, we’ll look at verbs. According to Wikipedia, a verb
(abbrev. v. or vb.) is “a word that … conveys an action (bring, read, walk, run, learn), an occurrence
(happen, become), or a state of being (be, exist, stand).”

5.1

The Infinitive Verb Form

All verbs have numerous forms (called conjugations, which we’ll cover later) that indicate a number,
person, and tense; for example, swim, swims, and swam. However, a verb typically appears in a
dictionary only in its infinitive form (that is, present-tense, first-person, singular), which in this case, is
swim.
In grammatical contexts, verbs are often prefixed with “to,” as in to bring, to happen, and to be;
however, the prefix—which itself is a particle—is not part of the dictionary entry. That said, we can use
the prefix in regular speech: “I want to eat lunch.”, “She declined to go with him.”, and “They didn’t
know what to do.”
In some languages (but not English), verbs in the infinitive end in a regular pattern. For example, most
German verbs end in -en, with a few ending in -eln or -ern. Spanish verbs end in -ar, -er, or -ir. In
French, they typically end in -re, -er, oir, or -ir.
A controversial topic is the split infinitive. Splitting an infinitive involves putting an adverb or adverbial
phrase between the infinitive form of a verb and its prefix “to,” as in “The cost is expected to rapidly
increase over time.” As we can see, the word rapidly splits the infinitive to increase. Likewise, for, “I
want to once again say ….” Some purists consider such splits to be intolerable interruptions.
According to Wikipedia, ‘In the 19th century, some grammatical authorities sought to introduce a
prescriptive rule against it [splitting infinitives]. The construction is still the subject of disagreement:
“No other grammatical issue has so divided English speakers since the split infinitive was declared to be
a solecism in the 19c [19th century]: raise the subject of English usage in any conversation today and it
is sure to be mentioned.” Most modern English usage guides have dropped the objection to the split
infinitive.’
From Patricia T. O’Conner’s Woe is I (an eminently readable book on English grammar, and one I highly
recommend), ‘Sometimes, rewriting a sentence to avoid a “split” makes it ridiculous. Try rearranging
the words in this example: “He threatened to more than double her rent.”’
Note that Microsoft Word has an option to detect split infinitives consisting of two or more words, but
not just one.

5.2

Transitivity

As an intransitive verb stands alone, it needs no direct object, although it can be followed by an
adverb. For example: “I run,” “He walked slowly,” and “They smiled.”
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As a transitive verb needs something on which to operate, it requires a noun (such as a direct object)
or noun phrase (which might also include an indirect object). For example: “I drink milk,” “We built a
snowman,” and “They gave the money to the salesman.”
Some verbs can be used in both transitive and intransitive forms, as in “I smell” and “I smell the sea.”
In the case of “I smell,” one could argue that is ambiguous, as it could mean “I can and do smell with
my nose” or “I stink.” Similarly, “I count” could mean, “I can and do count numbers” or “I matter.”
Hopefully, the meaning is clear based on the context of the conversation.
Some intransitive verbs can also be written in transitive form, as in “He died a horrible death.” The
noun phrase simply adds emphasis or embellishment, and doesn’t change the fact that the implied
object of dying in the transitive form always is death.

5.3

Verb Conjugation

Depending on the language, a verb can take on different forms depending on the person, number, or
tense. The great news is that, for the most part, this is so simple in English, that we can live life to the
fullest with little or no consideration of it. For example, in the present tense:
• First-person, singular and plural: I/we run, jump, sleep
• Second-person, singular and plural: you run, jump, sleep
• Third-person, singular: he/she/it runs, jumps, sleeps
• Third-person, plural: they run, jump, sleep
Ordinarily, we use the infinite form in all cases except for third-person, singular, where we add -s.
Using past tense, I/we/you/he/she/it/they ran, jumped, slept. While the verb is changed slightly, all
cases are the same. And using future tense, I/we/you/he/she/it/they will run, jump, sleep. The
auxiliary verb will is used, but the verb it “helps” is in the infinite form in all cases.
Well, if it’s so simple, then why mention it? That’s a fair question, but in order to appreciate the
simplicity, let’s look at how this works in some other languages, lest you have a romantic idea of
learning one any time soon. (My apologies if this brings back painful memories of long-forgotten
foreign-language classes.)
Here is an example in Spanish:
Present Tense of the Verb comer (to eat)
Singular

Plural

1st Person

como

comemos

2st Person

comes

coméis

3st Person/Formal

come

comen

Yes, Ladies and Gentlemen, this verb has six forms for this tense, and guess what? Spanish has
14 tenses, most of which require other forms yet again. Holy Toledo! By the way, Spanish has two
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forms of you: the formal and informal, where the formal is used as a sign of respect. While the informal
is the same as second-person in English, in Spanish, just to make things a bit more interesting, the
formal you uses the same conjugation patterns as for third-person.
Are you ready for more? Vell zen, let’s svitch to Cherman (as God intended):
Present Tense of the Verb essen (to eat)
Singular

Plural

1st Person

esse

essen

2st Person

iβt

eβt

3st Person/Formal

iβt

essen

Again, we see six forms for this tense, but several are duplicated, although the pattern is not universal.
And yes, some other tenses also have their own forms while others use the infinite and one or more
auxiliary verbs. And like Spanish, the formal you uses the same pattern as third-person.
I present these as tables, as that’s how you’ll often see then in grammar books, although several
language teachers I’ve encountered kept on saying, “Don’t try to remember them as tables!” Of
course, being a student of mathematics and computer science, I do remember them exactly in that
format!
There are a number of series of books with titles like “101 [or 501] xxx Verbs,” where xxx is the name
of some language. They are full of nothing but tables of conjugations, which after a very short while,
can make your head spin.
I spent quite a lot of time on my own learning bits and pieces of Spanish and German, but the
complexity of conjugation (along with gender and its impact on nouns and articles) kept me from
getting beyond basic proficiency. Therefore, when I started dabbling in Japanese, I was very happy to
learn that not only do its verbs exist in infinite form only, that language has no gender or articles! (Of
course, they managed to find other ways to complicate things, such as writing and reading!)
Earlier, I mentioned patterns of verb endings. Most verbs have such a pattern, in which case, they are
referred to as regular verbs. By deduction, irregular verbs do not follow such a pattern.
In English, the classic example of an irregular verb is the fundamental to be:
Present Tense of the Verb to be
Singular

Plural

1st Person

am

are

2st Person

are

are
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3st Person

is

are

This verb is also irregular in Spanish and German.

5.4

Auxiliary Verbs

Often called a helping verb, an auxiliary verb adds extra meaning to another verb. Examples include
can, may, would like to, must, should, want to, and have to. (Most of these are also modal verbs.) In
the following examples, the main verb is underlined, and the auxiliary verbs are in bold:
• “She must buy bread.”
• “I could have gone yesterday.”
• “The criminal should have been caught.”
Note that the main verb is always written in the infinitive form, usually without the “to.”
In English, the auxiliary verbs usually go together, immediately preceding the main noun, although
intervening words are possible. For example:
• “They should not walk in that neighborhood at night.”
• “I can only swim on Fridays.”
• “She must never say such things.”
In many cases, the main verb is used with the to prefix, as in “I have to work on Saturday.”
In German, when using an auxiliary verb, the main verb must come at the end of the phrase or
sentence. For example, the English “I want to go to the beach” becomes “ich will zum Strand gehen.”
Now it isn’t hard to contrive a long sentence in German—think of a bureaucrat speaking in an
obfuscated way— in which the main verb comes at the very end. For people doing simultaneous
translation of such speeches from German, the joke is, “Hurry up and get to the verb!” as they can’t
start saying the translated equivalent until they know the main verb.

5.5

Reflexive Verbs

A reflexive verb is one whose direct object is the same as its subject. For example:
• I got myself out of bed.
• He hurt himself while horse riding.
• They warmed themselves by the fire.
In each case, the direct object is a reflexive pronoun, myself, himself, and themselves.
Let’s make the direct objects non-reflexive. For example:
• I got my son out of bed.
• He hurt a pedestrian while horse riding.
• They warmed their boots by the fire.
The verb forms are the same in each set, which is the norm in English. But as you might expect by now,
that isn’t the case in other languages. Spanish has many reflexive verbs, which when written in their
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infinitive form all end is -se, and that is how you find them in a Spanish dictionary. Some examples are
to go to bed, to get up, to fall asleep, to shave oneself, to put on, and to take off.

5.6

Phrasal Verbs

Some verbs involve multiple words, as in to drop off, to get up, to go home, to go back, to go over, to
put off, to put out, and to put down.
They often have the form verb + adverb.
Such verbs can be transitive or intransitive. The main issue is whether one can split the parts of a
transitive phrasal verb. For example:
• I asked him to put out the trash.
vs.
• I asked him to put the trash out.
Yes, we usually can, unless the direct object is a pronoun, in which case, we really must split it. For
example, we can say:
• I asked him to put it out.
But not
•

5.7

I asked him to put out it.

Further Reading

If you still can’t sleep, click on the links to learn about participles, both present and past, and gerunds,
those verb forms that end in -ing. Also English verbs.

5.8

Conclusion

English has a huge number of specialized verbs, most of which the average person doesn’t even know
about, and many others we rarely use except perhaps in word puzzles. Try and use some of the
following during casual conversation at your next cocktail party: behoove, discombobulate, elide,
eschew, expectorate, flummox, fulminate, lollygag, pontificate, and prevaricate.
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6.

May 2016, “Signs of Life: Part 4”

From time to time during my travels, I come across signs that I find interesting for one reason or
another. Sometimes, they contain clever writing, are humorous, or remind me of some place or event.
Here are some more from a trip to Australia in 2015.

Kangaroos known to cross the road
in this area.
In some places, the bushland is quite
close to the edge of the road, in
which case, if you are traveling at
any sort of speed, you have no
chance of avoiding one hopping out
onto the road. And this is especially
true at night regardless of whether
the sides of the road are clear or
not.
My brother had one hop right onto
the hood (AU: bonnet) of his car,
and come through the windshield
(AU: windscreen) into the passenger
compartment, all the while kicking with its back legs. That sort of an accident can ruin your whole
day!
By the way, kangaroos usually don’t hop unless being pursued. Instead, to move around, they sit
back on their tail, move their back legs forward, then move the tail forward between their legs, and
then repeat that process.
These signs always show the animals jumping from the left, but don’t take that literally! And do they
really jump or hop? I thought that hopping was one leg only while jumping uses both. I’ve never seen
one hop.
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I found this sign rather amusing,
since all my years in Australia, we
used the word manure. Now, poo
seems to be in fashion.
I‘m reminded of the story about
President Truman. His daughter,
Margaret, had invited a young man
to dinner at the White House. After
the meal, the President excused
himself from the table and said that
he had to go and put some manure
on the roses. Margaret was quite
embarrassed by his language and
asked her mother to do something
about it. Her mother replied, “If you
only knew how long it took me to get him to say manure!”

It seems that alpaca poo is cheaper
than sheep poo, but then I didn’t
get to see if the bags where the
same size. (See the previous photo.)
So, what are alpacas doing in the
Aussie bush? Most I saw were in
with sheep acting as some sort of
protectors. I hadn’t seen them on
previous visits.
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Sign outside a leather shop.
Yes, cows tend to be vegetarian, but you still have to kill them to make the leather.
I was reminded of a young man working the booth at a local farmer’s market, who was extolling the
virtues of the organic beef his family raised. When I asked him, “Were any animals harmed in the
production of this meat?” he quickly answered, “No!” However, when I challenged him further, he
had to admit that they did kill them.

I noticed that a lot
of these signs had
been erected in
recent years. I
guess we all
recognize a stream
train, but I haven’t
seen one in
commercial
operation for a
very long time, so
this seemed a bit
odd. On the other
hand, what should
the picture look
like instead and
still be effective?
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My hometown
area (the
Riverland) is a big
fruit-growing
region with lots of
citrus, stone fruits,
and vineyards. For
many years, fruit
flies have existed
in parts of
Australia, and it is
illegal to transport
fruit out of
infested areas.
The main highway
going from the
state of Victoria to
the state of South
Australia has a 24-hour, manned roadblock at which fruit is confiscated.
This particular sign was on a lessor rural highway some 20 miles outside the Riverland. It is an honor
system in that drivers are asked to dispose of their fruit into the bin, but sometimes law
enforcement personnel stop cars further down the road to check. Failure to comply results in a
heavy fine.

From a T-shirt.
For me, this was a new take
on the old nursery rhyme. I
know of two others:
Mary had a little lamb, You’ve
heard this tale before. But did
you know she passed her
plate, And had a little more?
Mary had a little lamb, The
Doctor was surprised. But when Old MacDonald had a farm, He couldn’t believe his eyes!
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If you saw this just on its own, you’d be hardpressed to figure out its meaning. However,
when seen next to a gas station (AU:
roadhouse), you might have a chance.
The fundamental thing to know is that petrol
is what we in America call gasoline. Given
that, pulp is premium unleaded petrol and
ulp is unleaded petrol. Down Under, diesel is
called distillate, and abbreviated dist. And
gas means liquified petroleum gas (LPG). Of
course, these notations only apply on days
not involving a full moon!

Although quite
predictable, I though
this sign was udderly
amusing!
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Certainly the park
containing this forest
had daylight-only
access hours, but I
couldn’t help thinking
having this sign at the
edge of the forest
once inside the park
was a bit strange.
Perhaps it was
intended for the
animals!

From a branch of
Members Equity Bank
Limited, operating as
ME, a national bank
based in Melbourne,
Australia.
From their promo
material, “We believe
that banks have
become too complex
and the best kind of
bank for our
customers is one that
simply helps you get
ahead.”
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We’ve already seen the kangaroo
warning. In this case, we need to
watch out for emus as well. As
for the other critter, it looks a lot
like a frill-neck lizard (which was
featured on the 2-cent coin until
that was discontinued). In the
latter case, the warning is more
about not running over them
than being concerned about a
crash.
During my short visit to Kangaroo
Island (where this photo was
taken), there were so many dead
kangaroos and wallabies on the
roads—hit by vehicles—that I saw a number of carcasses being eaten by goannas more than three
feet long.

Here we have
a wallaby, a
spiny ant
eater, and a
goanna. I got
to see live
ones up close.
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From the same leather shop as featured earlier.

From a building in an old German
Lutheran-settled town in the
Adelaide Hills. That said, I saw no
evidence of any concubines.
As they say, “The Lord moves in
mysterious ways.”
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At the Cape Jervis ferry terminal for
Kangaroo Island.
At a glance, this is an interesting set
of things to prohibit.
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7.

June 2016, “Travel: Memories of South America”

I’ve been once to each of six of the 13 countries. I’ll cover them in the order in which I visited them.

7.1

Peru

Official Name: Republic of Peru; Capital: Lima; Language: Spanish; Country Code: PE; Currency: nuevo
sol (PEN)
In November and December of 1981, I had my first adventure holiday, to the Amazon River in northern
Peru. To outfit myself I went to a military surplus store and spent about $25 on some khaki shirts,
trousers, and a webbing belt, and the shirts even came with some rank and insignia. At the end of my
jungle trip, we were taken to the airport by bus where we waited by a hanger. Several military
helicopters swooped in and landed near us and a whole bunch of armed soldiers jumped out. There I
was looking every bit like a mercenary or gunrunner, except for one standout feature, the bright red
laces in my hiking boots! It turns out they weren’t after me, they were headed out on “pirate patrol”
on the Amazon. [While on the river, I saw evidence of that in the form of navy patrol vessels.]
While at our primitive jungle camp on the Amazon, we were about to board a boat for the 6-hour trip
back to base camp when an oil-company floatplane touched down on the river next to us. After some
discussion with the pilot, our guide announced that the pilot was flying to the same place we were
headed and that he could take several people with him if we wanted to go, for about US$30 each. The
trip would take less than an hour. I volunteered as did one other guy, and we were off bouncing along
the water trying to get enough takeoff speed. All the controls were in English, which the pilot didn’t
speak, and a few things seemed to be tied together with string, but, hey, it was an adventure. Being in
a floatplane, we had to follow the waterways so we could land in an emergency. It was only when the
pilot took short cuts over the jungle that I worried a bit.
Some highlights of the trip were seeing a morpho butterfly, the size of a dinner plate, fly right by me on
a jungle trail; canoeing and watching kids swimming where piranhas were swimming; canoeing at night
looking for Caiman alligators with a flashlight; and drinking home brew with an Indian chief and then
finding out the basis for it is a root that has to be chewed by women as only their spit has the right
ingredient for fermentation to occur!
From there, we went on to the capital, Lima, where we spent a couple of less-than-interesting days. I
seem to recall this was not long after a civilian government had taken over from a military one.
Fortunately, it was also before the Maoist guerrilla group Sendero Luminoso (Shining Path) came on
the scene in a big way.
From Lima, we flew high up in the Andes to Cuzco, the former seat of the Incan Empire, where I
experienced firsthand a dose of altitude sickness. From there, we took the train to the famous Incan
ruin of Machu Pichu where we stayed overnight. Once the day-trippers left mid-afternoon, the 100 or
so of us staying over had the place to ourselves until mid-morning the next day. It definitely was a sight
to behold!
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7.2

Venezuela

Official Name: Bolivarian Republic of Venezuela; Capital: Caracas; Language: Spanish; Country Code:
VE; Currency: Bolívar fuerte (VEF)
For Christmas 1989, I took my family to Venezuela for the school winter break. After some time in the
capital, we flew to Canaima, and later spent some pleasant days on Margarita Island. (This was in the
days before Hugo Chavez.)
[Diary] We flew from Caracas, in a Boeing 727-100, which is like a VW Beetle with a V8 engine! We
were headed for Canaima near the base of Angel Falls, the world’s tallest waterfall. However, instead
of stopping at the airport the pilot raced up the valley giving the passengers—first on the one side and
then on the other—a bird’s eye view of the 1,000-meter falls “just out the window.” It was not your
typical jet flight and most tourist destinations would charge you $100+ to do that in a small plane.
[Regarding the flat-topped mountains–called tepuis–and the isolated plant and animal species in that
area, read Sir Arthur Conan Doyle’s Lost World. The giant spider in the movie Arachnophobia came
from the area, and the animated movie Up has the guy in the balloon land there.]
Apart from the falls, there was nothing very special about the trip, but at least it was much warmer
than back home!

7.3

Chile

Official Name: Republic of Chile; Capital: Santiago; Language: Spanish; Country Code: CL; Currency:
peso (CLP)
In October and November 1991, I had my second big adventure trip (for the first, see Peru above),
which involved a couple weeks riding in a tour bus with a group, crossing southern Chile and Argentina,
billed as a Patagonia Walking trip, preceded by some days on my own in Santiago getting in a Spanishspeaking mood.
[Diary] The main street of the capital is called La Avenida de O’Higgins. Now while Bernardo O’Higgins
was a famous local general, his name doesn’t sound very Hispanic. However, there are streets, hotels,
and even a bank named after him.
[Diary] At the bus station, I bought a one-way ticket to Valparaiso, the country’s main port and second
largest city. The fare was 650 pesos. The coach was very nice and had a driver and two staff dressed in
uniforms. One could buy food and drink, and there was a toilet on board. A radio was broadcast
throughout the bus, and Tom Jones used that to serenade us in English en route. Driving time was 1:45
hours. I sat next to somebody’s grandma, and we chatted a bit with me asking her lots of questions and
she replying so fast I understood about two words per sentence, although when hearing rapid-spoken
Spanish, it’s hard to tell where one sentence ends and the next one starts. For all I know she may well
have telling me about a boil on her butt!
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While I was making progress on my Spanish reading and speaking, it was clear I was very deficient in
comprehension. My most common responses were no entiendo (I don’t understand) and mas despacio
(speak more slowly).
[Diary] The town of Viña del Mar was very much up-market, so much so that I didn’t think I’d be able to
find cheap accommodation. I got wind of a hostel, but after 45 minutes of walking, I discovered it had
closed down. After that long walk had tired me out what to do but stop at a supermarket and buy a bag
of dried sultanas (golden raisins) and sit in the sun and eat them. They didn’t help my feet any, but they
sure tasted good.
Well, my travel motto is, “Always have a plan B, even for Plan B!” I finally found a place right
downtown on Agua Santa. It was your typical hostel with mix-and-match furniture. The sharebathroom had a pan, cold water basin, and shower in a tub. A large gas cylinder sat at the end of the
tub, and one just switched on the gas, struck a match, and “let her rip!” The price was $5/night, which
was just fine with me.
Today was the day the staff had chosen to replace some of the furniture and bedding in my very room.
So, when I say that I had to make my bed, I mean that I had to make my bed, literally. Being much taller
than the guys assembling the double bunk beds I offered to help them, and we become buddies even
though we could barely understand each other. However, there was one bit of good news. One of the
bolt holes in the bed was drilled incorrectly, and the bolt wouldn’t fit properly. Just that very morning I
had been learning some new Spanish verbs, one of which was to fit, and lo and behold I got a chance to
use it in a real-life situation, “It won’t fit,” or as we’d say in Australian-Spanish, no bloody fitto, Jose!
We assembled three bunks and put on new mattresses, sheets, and blankets. My mattress was rockhard, just as I like it. The old mattresses we replaced sagged almost to the floor. With them, I reckon I
could have rocked myself to sleep trying to get out of bed.
I did learn one important lesson; if you are 6’4” tall and sleeping on the bottom bunk, don’t sit straight
up in bed as you’ll hit your !@#$ head!
[Diary] Valparaiso was definitely a step down from Viña del Mar. I found the main Post Office, bought
stamps and more cards, and posted some cards. From there I went to the main square, Plaza
Solomayor. And right across the street, I spied the Hotel Reina Victoria (The Queen Victoria), but I doubt
she’d have been very proud of it, at least not in its current state. The front desk was up a flight of stairs
and it was tended by a kindly grandmother. We got along famously and soon I was ensconced in my
own large private room on the 3rd floor. The room had a washbasin, two face washers, a mirror, and a
power outlet. There was a large wardrobe and a bed that sagged quite badly. The bedside stand had a
small reading lamp on it along with—yes Ladies and Gentlemen—a chamber pot! A small table, chair,
and a rug completed the décor. The two windows opened out over the plaza. To my left was the Chilean
Navy Port and to my right was the Naval Headquarters. A window seat was built into the wall, and as I
sat, I could see sailors coming and going to/from the Armada de Chile building.
Now, I ask you Ladies and Gentlemen, how much would you expect to pay for such luxury and a view?
Well, I paid 2,000 pesos per night, a little less than US$6. Continental breakfast was included and would
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be delivered to my room. A share bath was down the hall and ran on a gas-fired apparatus. I even had
a view of the plaza from the toilet seat. But wait, there was even more; my room came with a living pot
plant!
I went downstairs to go out for a walk and the manager informed me about the local street thieves. I
set off to find a bakery, which wasn’t hard, as there seemed to be one on each block. I devoured a meat
and onion pie all washed down with some strawberry milk. I sat and watched the world go by for a bit
before going back to my room for a nap. The strong coffee from the previous night had kept me awake,
so I needed to get some ZZZs.
At 7:30 pm, I asked the woman at the desk to fire up the hot water, to lay out my silk pajamas, and to
get some bearers to carry me down to “el tubbo.” Well, the water was very hot and plentiful, and I had
a good soak under the shower. It was good to be able to stand straight and still fit under the
showerhead. I noticed that toilet paper was supplied, and was in strips of 2 feet laid atop the cistern.
(Most cheap places did not supply it.) During my nap, I’d dreamed I was staying in 5-star villa and when
I awoke, viola, there it was! Perhaps it will all be turned back into a pumpkin at midnight!
[Diary] The tea that I’d ordered for 9 am arrived at 8:30, and it was coffee! [Don’t you just hate that
when that happens!] It sure is hard to get good help nowadays. And just as I finished eating, my alarm
sounded. Actually, the coffee was not so strong; in fact, the spoon needed some help before it could
stand up on its own. The bread was fresh and came with lots of butter, and made a hearty start to the
day.
[Diary] On my first full day back in the capital, I went to an afternoon movie and when I came out it was
dusk. As I walked down a street, I could see a large group off in the distance chanting and coming
towards me. So, I went off to get a closer look. Apparently, something panicked them, and they started
running towards me. Unfortunately, the quickest way out of the street for me was to run towards them
and then to a side street, so I did that, and they and I turned off at the same time. Safe, I thought!
30 seconds later, an armored car entered the intersection we’d just vacated and directed very highpressure water cannons at many of the protesters knocking some of them over. Interesting thought I,
and then I heard the sound of something metal rolling along the paved road and saw a teargas canister
coming my way. Let’s just say that I moved quite quickly down the side street. 200 meters down, I ran
into a whole squad of riot police in full gear quietly smoking and talking. Back at my hotel, I was told
that students protested regularly over the disappearance of people who had been arrested by the
government, and that the whole episode was carefully choreographed. The next morning, I was
awakened by a public address system right outside my hotel window where a speaker for some
freedom political party was addressing a rally. I was sure that a SWAT team would be rappelling
through my window any minute, but after 30 minutes, the protesters packed up and left.
[Diary] I finally caught up with the other dozen or so members of my tour group, and we flew to Punta
Arenas at the southern tip of the mainland. From there, our minibus took as to several glacial areas
including Torres del Paine. Then as we headed out across the Patagonia, I saw a large iceberg that had
broken off and run aground way downstream in the desert. That was impressive! We camped our way
across to the Argentinian border doing optional day hikes and one overnight hike for which some
cowboys and packhorses hauled our gear.
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7.4

Argentina

Official Name: Argentine Republic; Capital: Buenos Aires; Language: Spanish; Country Code: AR;
Currency: peso (ARS)
As I wrote above under “Chile,” I crossed southern Chile and Argentina with a small group in a minibus.
We spent several days camping out, hiking, eating well, and sleeping like babies in the clear desert air.
Once we hit the Atlantic coast, we flew up to Buenos Aires for a night. A month earlier, a large volcanic
eruption has occurred in southern Argentina, and there was some concern that our flight might not be
operational as a result, because volcanic ash is very corrosive. However, by then the wind had
dispersed all the ash. The highlight of my 16 hours in Buenos Aires was dinner at McDonalds’ (I kid you
not) where those super-salty French fries tasted great!

7.5

Uruguay

Official Name: Eastern Republic of Uruguay; Capital: Montevideo; Language: Spanish; Country Code:
UY; Currency: Uruguayan peso (UYU)
For some unknown reason, I’d long had an interest in this country, so in November 2001, I went on
down for 15 nights, changing planes in Buenos Aires. I cashed in lots of Frequent-Flyer miles and went
in style, in First Class.
On arrival, I rescued a Dutch woman who was in tears after not being able to get any money from a
cash machine. And the airport bank didn’t cash traveler’s checks, so she was without local cash. I too
had a shortage after the bank begrudgingly changed a US$20 bill that was printed off-center and which
the bank people thought was counterfeit. Anyway, that got us on the bus to the city and a room for
me, and we got money for her soon after.
For the next 14 nights, I stayed two nights each with seven different host families. It was quite
challenging, especially as I was moving so often and had to re-tell the same stories and ask the same
questions each time, all in Spanish! Two stays were fantastic. The first was with a woman in San Jose
where she took me to observe the weekly “counting of the cash” and handling of the tickets for the
national lottery, where she worked. Tables were piled high with cash and an armored car came to haul
it all away. After that, I joined in the weekly party. The second was with a delightful family of four near
the resort area of Punta del Este.
Back in the capital, I stayed with a woman who played cello in a national orchestra. She lived close to
the national football (soccer, that is) stadium and the very afternoon I arrived, Australia played
Uruguay in a rematch as part of the World Cup regional finals. The Aussies were so concerned about
safety—they had beaten Uruguay in the previous match—that they helicoptered in from Buenos Aires
for the game rather than staying in-country!
An eye-opener was a day-visit to a kid’s center run by Catholic Charities in one of the many slums. Due
to the acute shortage of schools, kids only went for half a day, with half of them going in the morning,
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the rest in the afternoon. As such, they needed a safe place to spend the rest of their day. I worked
with some kids and got a workout in Spanish. A very smart young girl who asked me a lot of good
questions very much wanted to take me home to meet her parents. So, I went. She, her five sisters,
and parents lived in a shanty with dirt floors. The father was an alcoholic and the mother in and out of
mental-health facilities. It was quite heart-breaking.

7.6

Brazil

Official Name: Federative Republic of Brazil; Capital: Brasília; Language: Portuguese; Country Code: BR;
Currency: real (BRL)
My only trip there was for seven days, to attend a series of international meetings in the capital,
Brasília, which I reached via São Paulo.
[Diary] Although pleasant and comfortable without overdoing it, the hotel wasn’t cheap, but nothing
much is in this fair city. I had a room on the 13th floor with large windows that overlooked the city and
parklands. After four weeks of living out in the country with no streetlights glaring in my windows and
no noise of air conditioners and traffic all day and night, it was quite a shock to be in the middle of a
noisy and bright city. However, the drapes kept the room dark. At least the noise outside was constant.
The staff was all very pleasant, although they kept on speaking to me in Portuguese. And that darn
language has words for everything!
Breakfast was included in my room rate. When one stays in such a place for seven days, the food can
get rather repetitive to the point of being boring. However, I am happy to report that the variety was
such that I could have stayed another week without that happening. A chef stood by to make custom
omelets, which I sampled several days. And the oatmeal was almost as good as Grandma used to make.
There was a good supply of fresh fruit and juice, and I ate large slices of sweet watermelon most
mornings. Unlike bacon back in the US, the bacon here had little fat and it was cooked nice and crisp.
Over the week, I ate the equivalent of a small pig, and loved it! (Sorry about that, pig.)
[Diary] On arrival in a new place, one of the first things I do is find a grocery store/supermarket or at
least a convenience store. However, giving the city’s zoning laws, the former were non-existent in the
hotel district, and the latter had limited choices. Being a growing boy, ordinarily, I drink a liter of whole
milk a day; however, there was no milk to be found except for the UHT/shelf milk served at breakfast to
be put on cereal. As partial compensation, I drank lots of juice.
[Diary] I can get by with basic Spanish, and there are a lot of cognates between Spanish and
Portuguese. As such, I was able to get the gist of more than a few things on signs and menus. But, of
course, just when one thinks one has a handle on things, one finds that most words are unique to the
language and that there are also false cognates. I didn’t prepare for this in advance, and, quite frankly,
didn’t bother to learn any words while there. I spoke English, and if that didn’t work, I spoke Spanish,
and after that, it was sign language.
[Diary] Brasília was designed and built some 60 years ago, way out in the middle of nowhere. From a
certain perspective, that allowed the planners to “get it all right” to begin with. Yet I found the
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completely predictable grid and block numbering system and the strict zoning (all hotels are in a
concentrated 4-block area) rather clinical. Now while most cities grow in fits and starts and can be
rather haphazard, they have character, which is something Brasilia lacks.
I had thought about taking the 3-hour city tour, but I couldn’t even get inspired enough to do that.
Instead, I went on a couple of walking expeditions around the parks, the hotel district, and a
neighborhood nearby. It was a contrast of upscale architecture and shabby places, but with colorful
gardens and fountains at regular intervals. Every now and then, the bright red clay soil was exposed in
vacant blocks or construction areas. There was more than a little trash on the streets.
The weather was nice the whole week I was there, and the food was decent.

7.7

Conclusion

My time in South America has all been pleasant and mostly very good. One positive aspect of flying
there is that there is only a 1–2-hour time change from home.
Bucket List: From time to time I think about visiting Bolivia and Ecuador, and getting a look at Iguazu
Falls.
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8.

July 2016, “It’s All Greek to Me”

Είναι όλα ελληνικά για μένα. Okay, got that? Just in case your Greek is a little rusty, according to
https://translate.google.com, it’s the title of this essay written in Greek. That statement is often used
in English to suggest that something is not understandable. That is, “For all the sense it made, it might
as well have been written in Greek!”
According to Wikipedia, “The Greek alphabet has been used to write the Greek language since the
8th century BC.https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Greek_alphabet - cite_note-FOOTNOTECook19879-2 It
was derived from the earlier Phoenician alphabet, and was the first alphabetic script to have distinct
letters for vowels as well as consonants. It is the ancestor of the Latin and Cyrillic scripts. Apart from its
use in writing the Greek language, in both its ancient and its modern forms, the Greek alphabet today
also serves as a source of technical symbols and labels in many domains of mathematics, science and
other fields.”
For those of us whose only alphabet is the Latin one used by English and other western languages, like
other alphabets, the Greek alphabet is just another set of symbols with corresponding sounds. As such,
if you insist on confusing yourself when trying to follow it, you surely will! [If you’ve been following my
“What is Normal?” series, you’ll know that one person’s normal can vary widely from another’s.]
More than 45 years ago, for four years in high school, I was a student of mathematics, physics, and
chemistry, so I was exposed to Greek letters on a regular basis. Now I apologize to those of you who
are still in therapy over those classes, but do the symbols π, α, β, Δ, θ, and λ look at least a little bit
familiar? Hopefully, you remember the first one, the humble pi (pun intended)! For more information
than you probably want to know about such symbols, click here.
The Cyrillic alphabet, as used by modern-day Russian and the languages of a number of Slavic
countries, is derived from Greek. It came from Greece via Bulgaria, and is named after Saint Cyril, who
was involved in creating an earlier alphabet.
In this essay, we’ll look at how various Greek letters still influence the daily lives of many people
outside Greece. In particular, we’ll mention how Greek letters feature prominently in university life in
the US, in college fraternity and sorority names.

8.1

The Greek Alphabet

Here are the 24 letters written in English, followed by their upper- and lowercase symbols, listed in
Greek-alphabet order, along with some current uses and notes:
Alpha Α α:
• The Latin letter A/a is derived from this
• As the first letter, it often signifies first or beginning, as in alpha male, to indicate a dominant
social position
• Alpha Centuri is the brightest star in the constellation Centaurus
• The angle in a triangle opposite side A
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•
•
•

An alpha version of a product or computer program is a precursor to a beta version
alpha particle
The word alphabet comes from the combination of alpha and beta

Beta Β β:
• The Latin letter B/b is derived from this
• A beta version of something is not quite ready for primetime, while beta testing involves testing
an early release of a product
• The angle in a triangle opposite side B
• The Betamax videotape recording format
• US and British English differ on the pronunciation of this letter’s name
• [Not to be confused with the German letter ß (eszett)]
Gamma Γ γ:
• The Latin letters C/c and G/g are derived from this
• Gamma rays
• Gamma globulin injections
• The Effect of Gamma Rays on Man-in-the-Moon Marigolds: a Pulitzer Prize-winning play
Delta Δ δ:
• The Latin letter D/d is derived from this
• The uppercase letter is a triangle, commonly the shape of a river’s delta, hence the Nile delta
• The uppercase letter signifies an incremental change
Epsilon Ε ε:
• The Latin letter E/e is derived from this
Zeta Ζ ζ:
• The Latin letter Z/z is derived from this
Eta Η η:
• The Latin letter H/h is derived from this
Theta Θ θ:
• Used to represent an angle
Iota Ι ι:
• The Latin letters I/i and J/j are derived from this
• In English, an iota is a very small amount
• The Spanish letter J is called jota, while the German J is called jot
Kappa Κ κ:
• The Latin letter K/k is derived from this
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Lambda Λ λ:
• The Latin letter L/l is derived from this
• Support for lambda functions (or closures) are becoming more prevalent in computer
programming languages
• Lambda calculus
• [Under the Soviets, St. Petersburg was called Leningrad. While there in 1992, I recall seeing
“mileposts” leading to/from that city showing Λxx, where xx was the number of kilometers
to/from Leningrad.]
Mu Μ μ:
• The Latin letter M/m is derived from this
• The lowercase letter is used to represent micro, or one millionth
Nu Ν ν:
• The Latin letter N/n is derived from this
Xi Ξ ξ:
• The uppercase version is sometimes used in company names or corporate logos as a
stylized “E”
Omicron Ο ο:
• The Latin letter O/o is derived from this
Pi Π π:
• The lowercase letter is the mathematic symbol for pi, as in the area of a circle is πr2.
Rho Ρ ρ:
• The Latin letter R/r is derived from this
• [Not to be confused with the Latin letter P/p; while visiting Russia, I constantly reminded myself
that Russian P = Latin R, not Latin P!]
Sigma Σ σς:
• There are two lowercase forms, each being used in a different context
• In mathematics, the uppercase letter is used for the summation of a series of terms
Tau Τ τ:
• The Latin letter T/t is derived from this
Upsilon Υ υ:
• The Latin letters U/u, V/v, W/w, and Y/y are derived from this
• The German letter Y/y is called üpsilon
• The Spanish letter Y/y is called i griega, which literally is Greek I/i
Phi Φ φ:
• Used to represent the golden ratio in mathematics
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Chi Χ χ:
• The Latin letter X/x is derived from this
• According to Wikipedia, chi (as in X) is often used to abbreviate the name Christ, as in the
holiday Christmas (Xmas).
Psi Ψ ψ:
• A symbol for the planet Neptune
Omega Ω ω:
• Often used to mean the last or the end
Christianity has the term Alpha and Omega.

8.2

Student Fraternities and Sororities

In the US, many 4-year colleges and universities have chapters of national fraternities and sororities,
which are social organizations for students. The names of these organizations are combinations of
Greek letters, the first being the Phi Beta Kappa Society, in 1776. (Other examples are Alpha Delta Phi,
Alpha Tau Omega, and Phi Sigma Kappa. Alpha Lambda Delta is a US National Honor Society.)
If you were fortunate enough to see the movie Revenge of the Nerds, you will know about its fraternity
for nerds, Lambda Lambda Lambda.

8.3

Other Greek Influences

Here are some common English words that were derived from Greek: amphitheater, anarchy, antique,
architect, baritone, cosmopolitan, diameter, encyclopedia, geometry, grammar, hydraulics, isosceles,
kilogram, microscope, neurotic, octopus, philanthropy, surgeon, telegraph, and zoology.
Greek letters also appear in popular culture phrases or designations such as Delta Force, the US Army’s
special detachment used to bring about change in our best interests. Also, the TV series Alpha House,
which is a political satire about a house shared in Washington DC by Republican Senators.
For a discussion of English words having Greek origin, click here.
And, of course, we have the Zodiac and the very extensive Greek Mythology.

8.4

Conclusion

In my high school in rural South Australia, students were divided into four so-called houses, which
competed against each other, primarily in sporting events. Alpha house’s color was yellow, Beta’s was
blue, Gamma’s was green, and Delta’s was red. I was in Alpha house.
When moving from Australia to the US in 1979, my unlimited-stopover, open-use, airline ticket
included a leg from Bombay, India, to Athens, Greece, and then onto Rome, Italy. Unfortunately, when
I was ready to leave Bombay, there was no space available on flights to Athens for nearly a week, so I
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elected to bypass Greece and go straight to Italy. Now, 37 years later, I still haven’t been to Greece.
C’est la vie, or perhaps I should say, Έτσι είναι η ζωή.
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9.

August 2016, “Signs of Life: Part 5”

From time to time during my travels, I come across signs that I find interesting for one reason or
another. Sometimes, they contain clever writing, are humorous, or remind me of some place or event.
Here are some more from various trips.

I came across this sign at a
woodcarving gallery on the
Olympic Peninsula of
Washington State in the US.
The idea is to keep your kids
close to you and make sure they
don’t break anything.

In the early stages of hiking the
Thames Path (see my essay A
Walk along the River from July
2011), I came across this sign. I
had no doubt it was a real
warning, but I didn’t expect to
come across that kind of obstacle
in England.
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From Oxford,
England.
Talk about false
advertising! That
ain’t no penny
farthing bike!

Hmm. I first visited
Hong Kong in 1979,
when it was a
British protectorate.
My second visit was
in 2002, after it had
become a Special
Administrative
Region (SAR) of
China.
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Some interesting
breakfast choices in
Hong Kong with
prices in HK$.
Cookies and egg
salad for breakfast!
What were they
thinking?

Let me get this
right! The Hong
Kong Government
wants me to have a
good time at the
beach, but without
flying kites, cycling,
fishing, dogs, ball
games, saucer
throwing, roller
skating or
skateboarding, fires,
diving (scuba or
otherwise), water
skiing, or surfing.
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Apparently those
chicken scratchings
above the English
words mean
something to the
locals, but I’m
darned if I know
how they get a
sound from those
characters. It seems
to work though; a
billion-plus people
have mastered it!

Seen in a remote location in
England. Now the current Queen
is Elizabeth II, which in Latin (as
I’m sure you all know) is written
as Elizabeth Regina. Hence the
ER on current UK coins and letter
boxes. GR signifies George Rex,
King George. ER’s father was
George VI, who died in 1952, and
his father was George V, who
died in 1936. Regardless of which
one this box was named for, it
goes back at least 64 years.
Posting a letter here made me
think of the dead-letter office!
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How to get yourself and your car across a narrow
river on the west coast of the island state of
Tasmania, Australia.

Another one from the west
coast of the island state of
Tasmania, Australia.
The locals have a long and
strong history of “Saving
the Planet.”
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Another sign I
encountered during
my 187-mile walk
along the Thames
Path, England. Yes,
there was a bull,
but, No, I wasn’t
wearing red. That
said, I must say that
I kept looking over
my shoulder
regularly as I
crossed through
that field, all the
while being careful
to not ogle the fine
heifers.

Although this sign
on the W&OD Trail
in Virginia, USA,
“says it all,” it
seems to me a wee
bit challenging for
most people to
figure out. Let me
see now: Everyone
must give way to
someone on
horseback, cyclists
and rollerbladers
must give way to
hikers, who in turn
must give way to
someone on
horseback.
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From Geneva,
Switzerland.
Pardon my French! Let
me see now: no urinating,
no dogs, no writing
graffiti, no boomboxes,
and no throwing bottles
(trash).
I have to say that the
urinating bit reminded
me immediately of
Harvey Korman (I think it
was) calling out for the
“piss boy” in the movie
History of the World,
Part 1, when the courtiers
were playing chess
outdoors using people as
pieces.

A signature meat
pie in Australia.
Ohh! What I’d give
right now for a pie
with dead horse
(rhyming slang for
[tomato] sauce;
ketchup, that is).
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For their regular
concentrated yeast extract
fix, Aussies spread Vegemite
on their buttered bread or
toast (not to mention their
erogenous zones). Now
certain other countries
(including the UK and New
Zealand) have a pretend
competitor called Marmite.
Some time back, NZ’s only
Marmite plant was out of
action for an extended
period, and in a handsacross-the-Tasman-Sea
goodwill gesture, the Aussie
Prime Minister offered his
NZ counterpart some
Vegemite food parcels. The
Kiwis graciously declined saying they were not yet that desperate!

The “doorbell” on a
farmhouse in rural Western
Australia.
Having trapped rabbits as a
boy using exactly that kind of
trap, I know from experience
what it is like to get one’s
fingers caught in it. However,
if you look closely on the
bottom-left side, you’ll see
that the trip-bit has been
welded to the plate.
For many years now, such
traps have been outlawed, at
least in my home state,
South Australia.
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10.

September 2016, “Travel: Memories of Poland”

Official Name: Republic of Poland (Rzeczpospolita Polska); Capital: Warsaw; Language: Polish; Country
Code: PL; Currency: Złoty (PLN)
I’ve visited Poland just once, for eight days in 2011, but only in the northwest.

10.1

Berlin to Poznan, by Train

[Diary] At the east station [of Berlin, Germany], I bought a First-Class ticket to Poznań, Poland. I went
up to Track 1 to find the platform was under renovation and there was nowhere to sit. So, I walked to
the sunny end outside the cavernous roof and watched the world go by. Outside, there was one visible
vestige of the old East-German regime, a large gas main that ran on top of the ground and up and over
a local street. It was painted bright pink, and I’d seen lots of them during my first visit to the city in
1999. A rather run-down train pulled in to an adjacent platform. It belonged to the Russian Railways.
My train was the Euro City 43, and it was due to depart at 9:50. However, an announcement came in
both German and English that there would be a 20-minute delay. Eventually, that became 30 minutes
and then 35. It was a short train as business on a Saturday was slow; behind the engine were one FirstClass car, a dining car, and two Second-Class cars. I settled into my reserved seat in a 6-seat
compartment that I shared with a young Pole who was returning home from a business meeting in
Hamburg. His name was Lukas, and he too was in the IT industry. We spoke of many things during the
2:30-hour trip. He spoke English and was learning French. He lived with a German woman who spoke
French and was learning Polish. [Now I say his name was Lukas because that’s how westerners
pronounce his name, which is actually spelled Łukas. Technically, the first letter is “L with stroke,” and
in Polish it’s pronounced as the w in “went,” so in Polish his name is pronounced “Wukas,” not to be
confused with “Woger” or “Wodewick” from Monty Python and the Life of Brian fame. A similar
example exists with the Polish currency, spelled “złoty,” which Westerners pronounce as “zloty” while
the Poles say “zwaty.”] To make Polish a bit more challenging, the letter w is pronounced as v, but only
on Wednesdays between noon and 3 pm! Now, on the outside of each bus, tram, and train door there is
a sign that reads “drzwi.” Go ahead, try to pronounce it; I dare you!
The border between Germany and Poland is the Oder River, and just before we crossed, we stopped in
Frankfurt (Oder). It is written this way to distinguish it from the other, really big Frankfurt, Frankfurt
(Main); that is, the internationally known city is on the river Main. My first look at Poland was forest,
forest, and more forest, with occasional farms of corn and cereal crops, and garden houses with large
vegetable plots and fruit trees. I saw surprisingly few people or cars and almost no animals. [As it
turned out, it was a long weekend after the longest day of the year celebrations of St. John’s Day.]
My friend Ewa (remember, w is pronounced v) was there to meet me on the platform in Poznań. [I’d
hosted her via Servas in 2008.] We drove back to her apartment where I met her friend Marek. We had
a lunch of egg, cauliflower, and potatoes, with drinks and pastries.
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10.2

A Drive in the Country and a Musical Concert

Ewa had planned an afternoon and evening in the country. We stopped off in a small village that was
hosting a volunteer fire-fighters’ contest among the local fire companies, and watched some teams
race against a stopwatch to assemble hoses and get their portable pump motors started. We ate some
BBQ’s sausage and pastries on sale at some stalls.
Next, we laid in some afternoon tea supplies and headed off to Ewa’s country house, a 2-story cottage
with a garden. We opened the doors and windows to let in the fresh air, and set up a table on the
verandah where we ate bread and honey while drinking tea. It was all veddy sophisticated, wot! The
village had about 200 cottages, but only five were occupied year-round. Truckloads of sand had been
brought in to make a large beach/play area near the large lake, and many of the families in residence
for the long weekend were there eating, drinking, and playing. A man had set up a PA system over
which he was playing his entire ABBA collection. The main event was the making of floral designs on
foam blocks with candles. When it got dark, the candles would be lit, and the blocks floated out on the
lake. Ewa and I walked quite a way into the woods nearby. Apparently, nearby, wild pigs come down to
the water to wallow in the mud.
The cultural highlight of the day was a visit to a small village that had a very old wooden church, and
that very night, it would be packed for a concert of “Musica Sacra and Musica Profana,” Music, Sacred,
and Profane. By the time we arrived, the 150-seat church was almost full and 200+ more people were
seated outdoors where they could watch the indoor event via closed-circuit TV projected on a large
screen. We squeezed into the back row of the church and settled in to a musical treat as comfortably as
one can on hard wooden benches. The first act consisted of six nationally known singers who sang a
capella, and from time to time, made sounds with their mouths like a variety of musical instruments. I
expected a series of religious pieces, but there really weren’t any. Yes, we had some classics, including
wonderful renditions of parts of the spring suite from Vivaldi’s Four Seasons, and Ravel’s Boléro, neither
of which has lyrics. Then came Polish-accented pieces in English written by the Bee Gees, Paul Simon,
Phil Collins, Ben E. King, Freddy Mercury (of Queen), and Gene Pitney. There was a particularly good
rendition of Louis Armstrong singing “What a Wonderful World” and “Hello Dolly.” At the end, the
singers got a very long, standing ovation, after which they sang an encore. Then after another ovation,
they gave a second encore. As it was getting late, we decided to leave before the Profane part started,
which featured a different group outdoors. When the church-restoration plate was passed around, I
gave generously; it had indeed been a great performance.
We were back home by 10:30 pm and I was fading fast. Lights out at 11 after a very nice introduction to
Polish life, the countryside, and local entertainment.
[By the way, Ewa teaches English at a medical university. For some years now, she’s been specializing in
English as it applies to dentistry, and she co-wrote a book on the subject. I scanned an appendix
containing translations of terms from Polish to English; who knew there were so many words specific to
that field!]
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10.3

The Jaeschke Connection with Poznan

[Diary] I was awake just before my 9-am alarm. While the others slept, I worked on this diary a bit. Ewa
made a traditional Polish breakfast of “milk soup,” which consisted of pieces of macaroni boiled in milk,
with butter and salt added to taste. That was followed by scrambled eggs on bread with cold meat and
“coffee” made not from coffee beans, but from cereal grains.
I brought out the pages I’d photocopied from my Jaeschke family book in Australia that traced my
ancestors back to the Posen Province of Prussia. The city of Posen is now called Poznań, and it is Polish.
Johann Georg Jaeschke and his first wife had eight children. Some years after his wife died, he married
again, but produced no further children. In 1839, because of religious differences, he took his wife and
children to Hamburg where they caught the ship Catherina and sailed to Adelaide, the capital of the
new state of South Australia. [It had been created in 1836 as a free state; there were no convict settlers.
Subsequently, many thousands of German-speaking Prussians from this area emigrated there where
they spoke German for 100 years, until WWII made it unfashionable.] Unfortunately, the family book
gives only a few place names of where the Jaeschke’s were born, and nothing about where they lived,
so without some serious research with the help of a Polish speaker I didn’t expect to find out any more
information. That said, my hosts did know several Jaeschke families in the area and found quite a few
more listed in the greater metro area telephone directory. I had visions of finding an old Jaeschke castle
and estate in need of a prince or king, but then I thought if there were one, I’d probably have to pay
170-odd years of back taxes. [Be careful what you wish for, right?]

10.4

A Visit to a Castle and Restaurant

We spent the afternoon on a cultural and nature expedition out in the country. We started at a
14th century castle, which now houses a very large library of old manuscripts. As lots of tourists were
going inside, we decided to tour the extensive gardens instead, stopping off to read the many
information boards about plants, trees, and shrubs. After that hard work, we sat in the shade eating ice
cream.
From there it was on to a large baroque palace that was being restored courtesy of grants from the EU.
Once again, we toured the grounds, but this time we were in search of the largest group of old oak
trees in Europe. We walked down to a small river and along the flood plain where the water meandered
in many horseshoe shaped pools. We came upon a grove of old monsters, quite a few of which are
more than 1,000 years old. Some had died, while others had major insect damage via boring under the
bark until it fell off in great swaths. The largest we saw had a base diameter of 9.3 meters.
We walked to a restaurant nearby and sat outdoors in the sun perusing the menu. I settled on goulash
soup, which was served in a large sphere of bread complete with lid and knob on top. Ewa had
traditional pirogues while Marek had pieces of pork in a sauce.
Near home, we stopped to buy me a day ticket for public transportation for the following day. We had a
quiet evening reading, and I planned my solo tour into the city. Lights out at 10 pm after another day of
fresh air and exercise.
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10.5

Around Poznan

[Diary] Dawn comes early at this latitude in summer, and I awoke several times after sun-up, but went
back to sleep each time. When my alarm went off at 8 am, I’d had 10 hours of solid sleep, and I actually
felt refreshed. I was nearly two weeks into my trip, and I was finally on local time. I put the kettle on
and set the table, after which Ewa appeared. It was already quite warm out, but there was little noise
and few people about. We ate a light breakfast of bread and sliced meat with tea/coffee.
At 9:45, I stepped out into a cool breeze and hot sun. It was less than 200 meters to the stop for Bus 63,
and I had a 10-minute wait. The city’s distinct green and yellow buses are modern and easy to use;
however, the driver does not sell tickets. One must buy them from a machine at certain stops and punch
them in the time clock on the bus when first boarding. For my day pass, I had only to punch it at the
start of the first ride. I had a good map showing street names, bus routes, and bus stops, and I
monitored my route as we went, so I would know how to get back again. Traffic was heavy and it took
us 30 minutes to get into the city, which was not that far away.
I’d planned a walking tour of the old city, which was built on a slope, so I got off the bus at the top and
walked down. It was Monday, and all museums were closed. First up was the Opera House, a finelooking building with a statue of Pegasus (the winged horse) on top, with big steps up to the front
flanked by statues of lions. Right opposite was a large park with a 50 meter-by-20-meter shallow pool
in the center of which were a series of fountains. I sat on a park bench for a while watching the locals
lying on the grass, reading, and sunbathing. All was right in that part of the world. I walked around the
fountain and took in the cool spray from the jets.
Next up was a church, so I went in to look around. It was quite plain with a few stained-glass windows
and a large banner of the world-famous Polish Pope, John Paul II. I stopped in at a small art gallery and
got my first culture fix for the day. Next-door was the tourist information office, so I stopped in to get a
city map to supplement the ones my hosts had lent me. As it was getting quite hot out I kept to the
shaded side of the street. Everywhere I looked downtown there seemed to be banks!
In the old-town, the streets were all cobblestone with trams lines embedded in many, and the car tires
made interesting sounds as they went along the stones. I came upon a large outdoor market. There
were fresh flowers of all kinds, with many large sunflowers. There was fruit, vegetables, and herbs,
along with men’s, women’s, and children’s clothing.
Nearby was the large town hall square (140x140 meters), which was dominated by a 3-story
Renaissance town hall, built in the mid-16th century. The tourist attraction there is the noonday clock. I
found a seat and waited 15 minutes for the big event. After the clock bell struck 12 times, two
mechanical goats came out, sized each other up, and then proceeded to butt each other 12 times. And
may I say, Ladies and Gentlemen, that it was the most exciting goat butting I’d witnessed in weeks! The
goats had been at it since 1551, and appeared to be getting a little tired, as they only connected in the
first few attempts. By the time the event was over, my side of the square was quite full. As far as I could
hear, pretty much everyone was speaking Polish. A few times, I heard German, a couple of times
English, and once Dutch.
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The 3-story houses around the square were very nicely restored after WWII to their former Baroque and
Renaissance styles complete with ornately painted and carved facades. The sides of the square were
filled with outdoor restaurants, many of which seemed to be serving desserts. [My Polish host had told
me that Poles didn’t have a word for “lunch;” they ate breakfast, then late afternoon had an early
supper, followed later by a late supper.] Nearby was the Church of St. Stanislaus. The interior was very
ornate with marble and gilt everywhere. It surely was impressive, but for me, bordered on being “over
the top.”
I started back up the slope thinking about something light to eat. After some time, I spied a McDonalds
with attached McCafe, so I went in to find it had attractive décor and looked very modern. I ordered
some McNuggets, some veggie sticks, and a tall steaming glass of latte. I sat on a bar stool at a window
bench and watched the world of Poznań go by, and it sure came in all shapes and sizes.
I’d started out “ready to go” at 8 o’clock. By 11 am, I was a bit lethargic. At 2 pm, I was definitely
dragging my feet, so I made my way back to the park opposite the Opera House where I lay on the
grass in the shade. Young children were stripped down to their underwear to splash in the pool, two
guys were kicking a ball around in the water, and quite a few people were lazing in the sun.
At my home bus stop, I went into a large supermarket, and took my time looking up and down all the
aisles. Those Poles have their own words for everything! I bought some emergency rations, such as
Polish chocolate with hazelnuts, pasteurized whole milk (a change from the usual shelf-milk), a fresh
cake, cheese, and juice.
[Diary] I left the apartment around 10 o’clock and bought a day-ticket at a local stop. I didn’t have long
to wait before my bus came and took me all the way into the city and out again. Along the way, a
woman sitting next to me started asking me questions in Polish. I replied in my best Orstralian, “Sorry
Love, no hablo Polski!” I followed the route on a map right up until we turned in an unexpected
direction, and soon we pulled up at the end of the line. The driver spoke no English and was less than
enthusiastic about helping me. Apparently, the route for Bus 63 had changed since my guide was
printed. In any event, he did give me good information, and five minutes later, I was on another bus
that took me right where I wanted to be.
My first cultural stop for the day was the church of the Knights of St. John of Jerusalem, a brick
structure that dated back 900 years, and which was the only Maltese church in Poland. I knocked on the
door to see if some of the knights could come out to play, but there was no answer. So, I walked around
the grounds and headed off to my next stop.
As I was getting familiar with the city’s transportation system, I decided to hop a tram, and that took
me to the Cathedral of St. Peter and St. Paul, one of the biggest churches in Poland. It was a good-sized
brick building with some very nice stained-glass windows. Except for the heavily gilded altarpiece, the
building was tastefully decorated. I paid my entrance fee and took a tour of the basement in which
12 long-dead religious leaders lay in repose in coffins in a crypt. Old foundations of predecessor
buildings had been excavated. In the garden, people were taking photos of each other standing in front
of a large statue of John Paul II.
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Next up was the Town Hall. As it was closed the day before, I was determined to visit its city museum,
so I paid my money and walked around the three floors. As everything was in Polish I wasn’t able to
understand any of the explanations. There was a set of metal goats just like the ones in the bell tower.
And just as I walked back out into the square, the clock chimed. I was just in time to have my second
look at the butting goats in two days; it was almost too much!
Although it wasn’t too hot out I was quite lethargic, so I decided to go back home and rest up. This
vacation business can be quite tiring! I worked on this diary and some administrative chores.
Ewa came home around 4 o’clock and, not long after, we headed to her father’s house some 3 kms
away. He’d passed away earlier in the year, and she was taking care of his place. Our first task was to
pick all the cherries off a small but heavily laden tree. Our next job was to get the electric lawn mower
and extension cable out of the basement, to cut the back yard grass. As I was charging out from the
underground garage with my face down, I failed to notice that the doorway top was quite low, and I
attempted to move the concrete ceiling with my head. Suffice it to say, it didn’t move at all; however, I
pushed my skull down my neck a ways and probably now am only 6’2” tall! Nurse Ewa came to the
rescue and had a cold compress on my head in no time. As best as we could tell, no brains spilled out
and my head did not appear likely to fall off.
After that little wake-up call, I pruned a large rose bush and hand-watered the garden while Ewa did
some chores. Then we set up a table on the back deck and ate an afternoon tea of slices of cake with
butter, and drank coffee. It was ever so civilized!
Back home, the sun was streaming in the windows at 7:30 pm as I sat writing while listening to Andrea
Bocelli belt out some ballads in Spanish. Meanwhile, Ewa was hard at work in her kitchen cooking us a
last supper of pasta with her secret tomato sauce and cheese.
After supper, I used a simple hand-operated device to remove the pits from all the cherries we’d picked.
Then I packed my luggage and wound down for the day. Lights out at 10 pm.
[Diary] I was up with my 8-am alarm; it was Travel Day! I eased into it with a cup of coffee and some
cheese. Surprisingly, my head did not hurt although there was still some swelling. However, my neck
was quite stiff. After a shower, I got my final email fix and packed my computer gear. Ewa and I
mounted two bicycles onto the roof of her car for her to take to the beach. Then we chatted until
10 o’clock.

10.6

The Train Ride to Szczecin

Ewa kindly drove me to the main train station where we said our goodbyes. It had been a most
enjoyable stay. Inside, I managed to communicate my wishes to the rather stern-looking woman at the
ticket counter, and she sold me a 2nd-Class ticket to Szczecin (pronounced “Stettin”) for about $15. I
thought that was very cheap.
I was on my own in a 6-person compartment in 2nd Class, and it was as good as my 1st Class ride from
Berlin. Eventually, a young conductor came along, looked at my ticket, frowned, and then informed that
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it was for the local train only, and I was on the express. After playing with his mobile ticket machine for
some time and then consulting with a colleague, he told me I needed to pay considerably more. My
$15 ticket became a $35 ticket, don’t you know! [Don't you just hate that when that happens?] Oh well,
c'est la vie, right?
I sat facing forwards and saw mile after mile of forest, punctuated occasionally with some small villages
and corn and cereal fields. Although I had been reliably informed that Poland did indeed have animals,
during the whole 210-km trip, I saw only one horse, one cow, and a group of beehives; that was it!
Ewa had packed me a snack of ham and cheese sandwiches, which I ate en-route with a bottle of fruit
juice. An earlier traveler had left several daily papers behind, so I perused those, mostly studying the
Polish alphabet, punctuation, and typesetting conventions.
We made three stops along the way with each lasting no more than 60 seconds. A woman came by
with her cart offering various items, but after I declined twice, she said, “Gratis,” and gave me a small
pack of cookies and a smile. As it was a train serving only domestic stations, all announcements were in
Polish only.

10.7

Around Szczecin

We arrived in Szczecin at 1:25 pm, about six minutes behind schedule, and I stepped out into bright
sunshine. I had about $20-worth of local currency, no map, no information about the city, and no Polish
language skills. However, I was not completely without a plan or assets. I did have a cash machine card
and the phone number of my Servas host. The first order of business was to find a cash machine, which I
did, and to convince it to give me some more local currency. The next problem was how to phone my
host. I found a phone, but it took only a phone card, as do most public phones around the world these
days. So, where to buy a card and how to ask for it? It was then that I spied a young woman sitting
nearby. I asked her if she spoke English, and she replied that she did. Then she walked me around a
number of kiosks asking to buy a phone card, and, on the 3rd try, I got one. I invited her to join me for
ice cream as a thank-you gesture, and we sat and chatted for a while. She had just finished high school,
and, after the summer holidays, she was off to university to study computers. I phoned my host, Marek,
to let him know I was in town, and we agreed I'd call him again at 7 pm to be picked up.
Near the station, I came upon a tour office that on a sign in the window claimed to speak English, and
the young woman at the counter did. She sold me a nice map and tourist guidebook to the city, and
directed me to the tourist office, which I'd missed in the station. Back there, I got more information.
So, what to do with five hours to spare while pulling my luggage and carrying my heavy computer bag?
I walked a km along the riverbank towards the tour-boat dock and there at the ticket office was an
ever-so-friendly ticket seller whose English was very good. I bought a ticket for the 1-hour harbor and
river cruise, and had 15 minutes to wait. She shared a booth with a tourist information officer from
whom I got information about public transportation. She also told me that starting tomorrow there
would be a 3-day celebration as Poland took on the EU Presidency for the next six months. I saw plenty
of evidence of this along the waterfront where crews were erecting stages and setting up PA systems.
In less than an hour, I'd gone from practically nothing to having a whole plan in place.
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My tour boat pulled out filled with retired German tourists who were traveling by luxury coach. I sat
next to a couple and got a bit of a German workout. Next to our boat dock was a massive 3-mast sailing
ship, which belonged to the local maritime university, and was used for training. Although Szczecin is
65 km up the Oder River (Odra in Polish) from the East Sea (the Baltic, that is), it has a big harbor and
dock system. [The city was a member of the old Hanseatic League.] And we sailed all around that. There
was some cargo sitting around, including quite a few very long wind-turbine blades, but very little
activity. A half a dozen small ships were tied up with one being loaded with grain from a huge silo. The
ships were from Gibraltar, the Netherlands, and Cyprus. There was a series of floating dry docks with
the longest being at least 150 meters, and most had ships inside and out above the water. On the
return leg, there was quite a bit of river traffic with ships coming and going, and tugs headed upstream.
As we disembarked, an elderly man started talking to me in German. When I said I spoke English and
was originally from Australia, he switched to English and told me about his two trips there.
I still had three hours to kill, so I looked for a seat in the shade with a grand view of the river. I found
one, but it was up a long series of steep steps. I took my time hauling my gear up, stopping occasionally
to put my heart back in my chest, but the end result was worth it. I looked right out over a grassy park
to the training sailing ship. There, I worked on this diary and generally watched the world go by.
Around 6:30 pm, I made my way to the Radisson Hotel, which took me through a large park. In these
days of mobile phones, public telephones were few and far between; however, there was one
100 meters from the hotel. Soon after 7 o’clock, I phoned Marek, told him where I was, and he came to
pick me up. We drove to his house just outside the city and introduced ourselves. His wife and three
children had recently headed off in separate directions for vacations, and he was home on his own. He
and his wife ran a language school, with him teaching English, as well as Polish to foreigners, and her
teaching English, German, and Swedish. They had two classrooms in the basement of their house, and
had expanded to space in another building nearby.
While Marek cooked supper, I watched a half-hour of news on Deutsche Welle TV. Marek’s good friend
and neighbor, Mariusz, joined us for a late meal. Mariusz teaches English at a Catholic “Silesian” school.
We talked of many things including American politics, past and present, as well as US foreign policy
especially in Afghanistan. All too soon, it was 11:30. Lights out soon after.
[Diary] I was awake with the early light at 5:15 am. [Don’t you just hate that when that happens?] And
try as I might, I could not get back to sleep. My fertile imagination was in gear and I was working in my
head on some business problems. Finally, just before 7 o’clock, I got up, showered and dressed, setup
my laptop at the kitchen table, and started writing. It looked like a nice day outside, but rain had been
forecast for the first day of the city’s festivities.
I sipped hot tea and ate some of my emergency rations while updating this diary. Marek joined me at
8:15. He had a private English lesson at 8:30, during which I washed the breakfast dishes.
Around 9:30, Mariusz arrived to be my driver and guide. We drove 10 km to his school next to which is a
300-acre cemetery I'd read about in a tourist brochure. He gave me a walking tour starting with a
section containing the remains of Soviet and Polish soldiers. An especially moving monument
remembered the 20,000+ Polish officers executed by the Soviets in 1940 when Hitler invaded from the
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west and Stalin from the east. The Soviets took 250,000 Polish prisoners in that push. Another equally
moving memorial was to all the Poles sent to death camps or forcibly relocated to Siberia, as late as
1952.
From there, we drove downtown, parked, and went to Cafe22 on the top floor of one of the tallest
buildings in the city. It was a clear day and Mariusz took me on a 360-degree visual tour of the city. [As
they might say in Maine, “You could see so far that it took two of us to look!”] We occupied a table by a
window of the circular restaurant and ordered coffee. We shared a large slice of apple cake with
whipped cream. After that, we visited the old castle, a pair of old city gates, the main cathedral, and
the area around them. We walked by the birthplace of Catherine the Great as well as a small palace
that she'd lived in much later on.
By the time we left the downtown area the traffic had gotten quite busy, and the weather was
deteriorating. On the way home, we stopped at a Tesco, the UK's leading supermarket export, and
topped up my juice and milk supplies. A few spits of rain fell, and the skies darkened. I spent a couple of
hours at Mariusz’ house where we drank tea and ate pirogues, a Polish delicacy, while watching some
programs on BBC TV.
I was back home by 5:30 after which I worked on some travel planning and did some research on
Wikipedia about Polish history and geography relating to the day’s events. One particular search
involved finding out why Australia’s highest mountain, Mt. Kosciuszko, was named in honor of the
Polish national hero, and hero of the American Revolutionary War, General Tadeusz Kościuszko. At
8:30, Marek and I ate dinner together, and by the time we finished that, and I did the dishes, I was
fading fast. Lights out at 10 pm.
[Diary] When my 7:45 am alarm went off I was feeling rested and after a hot shower, I felt even better.
Marek had a private lesson, so I fixed a simple breakfast of bread and cheese with tea, and then dealt
with business and personal email. Marek then introduced me to his student and she and I spent
30 minutes talking about many things, so she could have a conversation with a native English speaker.
She works for HSBC Bank, and travels around Poland each week working with regional sales staff. It
was a good workout for both of us. Later, he had a second lesson, with a young woman who has
completed one Master’s Degree and is now working on another. I spent time talking to her as well.
I spent the afternoon researching and writing an essay for my monthly blog. I also did a load of laundry
and hung that out to dry in the afternoon sun; however, by early evening, it started raining lightly. I
caught up with some world news on TV and generally surfed the large selection of international
channels to see the world from various cultural perspectives. Then I phoned Belinda in Germany to
coordinate our meeting on Sunday, and instead of having her drive 90 minutes each way to get me, we
agreed that I’d ride the train to Neubrandenburg, and she’d meet me there.
Marek and I had a late supper and then sat and talked of many things until just after midnight. It was a
relaxing and enjoyable day. I was asleep within seconds of my head hitting the pillow.
[Diary] I was awake just before my 9:15 alarm feeling quite rested. Marek and I had a light breakfast of
oatmeal, bread, cheese, and tea, and we continued our conversation from the night before. The
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weather was still inclement, so we stayed indoors, he working on household projects, while I washed
the dishes and spoke by internet phone to various people in Australia. I followed that with a lazy
afternoon
At 5 pm, we drove into the city in light drizzle. We had a very nice dinner at a local restaurant. I had
pork with dumplings and vegetables, and topped that off with milk coffee. Afterwards, we drove
around the shipyard area where Solidarity demonstrations had taken place at the same time they
occurred at the more famous Gdansk shipyards. It was also the site of unsuccessful demonstrations in
1970, which resulted in the deaths of a number of people. We finished our evening eating ice cream at
a small café. Lights out at 10 pm after a good rest day.

10.8

The Train to Germany

[Diary] It was overcast, but dry and quite a bit warmer, which meant the final day of the festival might
not be washed out. At the train station, while Marek parked the van, I went inside. The ticket agent
spoke no English, so I wrote down the name of the town I was headed to and the time of the train, and
then we played charades as to whether I was going one-way or return. The cost of the ticket was 98.82
złotys, and I had 100 in paper money left plus some change, so that pretty much cleaned me out of local
currency.
My train was going all the way to Lübeck, an old Hanseatic League city near the Baltic right on the
border of the former West and East Germanys. We waited on Platform 4 for 15 minutes before saying
our goodbyes. It had been a very good stay with Marek. Right on time at 10:57, what approached the
platform looked like a train only it was much smaller. In fact, it consisted of two motorized carriages.

10.9

Conclusion

My only connection with Poland is my paternal ancestry back when it was part of Prussia, and then
quite by chance, my one Polish guest came from Poznań, a city not far from Berlin. I had two great 4day stays with hosts, which generally makes a trip much more interesting. Basically, it becomes an
adventure with a safety net!
By the way, just in case you were wondering, drzwi is Polish for door.
Bucket List: There is nothing driving me back to Poland, but as I visit Berlin from time to time, I’d be
happy for a repeat visit with Ewa.
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11.

October 2016, “A Little Bit of Astronomy: The Moon”

A few years ago, after living in cities for more than 40 years, I moved out into the countryside. As a
result, I rediscovered the night sky. So much so, that since then I even sit out on my deck in winter,
wrapped in a blanket sipping hot chocolate or port wine gazing at the Heavens. Of course, the biggest
and brightest object one can see is the Moon. After I watched a most interesting documentary video
on the Moon, I was inspired to research the topic and to write this essay.
When we say the Moon, of course, we’re talking about the natural satellite that goes around the Earth.
As it happens there are other moons going around other planets, both in our solar system and in
others. So, Earth’s moon is but one of many moons. In general, a moon is a celestial body that orbits
another body.
According to Wikipedia, in our solar system, “Of the inner planets, Mercury and Venus have no natural
satellites; Earth has one large natural satellite, known as the Moon; and Mars has two tiny natural
satellites, Phobos and Deimos. The large gas giants have extensive systems of natural satellites,
including half a dozen comparable in size to Earth's Moon: the four Galilean moons, Saturn's Titan, and
Neptune's Triton.”
The Moon rotates synchronously with Earth. As such, we always see the same side, called the near
side. The opposite side is—da da—the far side, sometimes incorrectly referred to as the dark side,
although it receives sunlight each day. [A very popular music album is Pink Floyd’s Dark Side of the
Moon.]

11.1

The Moon’s Makeup and Environment

So, just what is the moon made of? Why cheese, of course! Anyone who’s seen the Wallace and
Gromit movie A Grand Day Out knows that! Although the moon’s makeup is not quite the same as
Earth’s, the prevailing theory is that the Moon was created from the debris left behind after a collision
between Earth and Theia, a large ancient planet.
Even though the moon looks quite white, its surface soil is quite dark. The brightness comes from the
sunlight reflected off the silicon compound in the soil.
The moon has no active volcanoes, no tectonic plates, no earthquakes, and no appreciable
atmosphere. Regarding gravity, an object on the surface of the Moon has only 16.6% of its Earth
weight.
Compared to the Earth, the moon has a weak magnetic field.
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11.2

Earth’s Poles, Tropics, Seasons, and Tides

The Earth rotates around its axis at a tilt between 22.1 and 24.5 degrees. This gives rise to the two
polar circles, the two tropical lines, the equator, and the seasons. The gravitational interaction
between the Earth and Moon prevents the Earth’s axis from wobbling.
The gravitational influence of the Moon (along with the weaker gravitational influence of the Sun, and
the Earth’s rotation) is what causes the tides in our oceans. The oceans closest to the Moon experience
high tides, as they are attracted to the Moon, while those on the opposite side of the Earth experience
low tides. Some shorelines experience two high and two low tides per day, while others have only one
of each.
The difference between a high and low tide over a 12-hour period is called the tidal range. This range is
at its largest twice a month, during a new moon and a full moon, when we have spring tides. This range
is at its smallest at the first quarter and third quarters of the Moon, when we have neap tides. [I grew
up in the Australian state of South Australia, which has a unique term, dodge tide. This is a neap tide
with very little rise and fall over a one- or two-day period.] The Bay of Fundy, located between the
Canadian provinces of New Brunswick and Nova Scotia, has the largest tidal range on Earth, of up to
53.5 feet (16.3 meters).

11.3

The Moon’s Phases

A phase of the Moon relates to the shape of the part of the Moon we can see from some given place
on the Earth. As the Moon orbits the Earth, the phase changes.
In the West, we refer to four primary lunar phases: new moon, first quarter, full moon, and third
quarter (or last quarter). These are interspersed with four intermediate phases: waxing crescent,
waxing gibbous, waning gibbous, and waning crescent.
Throughout history, attempts have been made to correlate certain human and animal behaviors
(including madness) with phases of the Moon. This field of study is called lunar effect. Note that the
word lunacy is derived from the Latin word for moon, luna.

11.4

Craters and Seas

The surface of the Moon has numerous craters from impacts of asteroids, comets, and such. The
largest crater has a diameter of 1,390 miles (2,240 km)—about half the size of the United States—and
a depth of 8.1 miles (13 km). Click here for more information about these craters.
Although there is no water at the Moon’s surface, early astronomers thought the Moon contained
seas, and named them each a mar, which is Latin for sea. One of the best known is the Sea of
Tranquility, the landing site of the first manned mission, Apollo 11. Click here for more information
about these so-called seas.
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11.5

Eclipses

An eclipse occurs when an object in space is hidden temporarily, either because it passes into the
shadow of another body—as with a lunar eclipse when the Earth comes between the Sun and the
Moon–or by having another object pass between it and the viewer—as with a solar eclipse when the
Moon comes between the Sun and the Earth. Given the Moon’s size and its proximity to the Earth,
during a solar eclipse the Moon completely hides the Sun. [Dazzle your friends by using the word
syzygy in a conversion.]
The ancients often thought of eclipses as omens. Click here and here for further information on this
regarding lunar and solar eclipses, respectively.

11.6

Time and Lunar Calendars

The gravitation force between the Earth and Moon slows the Earth’s rotation ever so slightly, which
resulted in the introduction of the leap second to our time-keeping systems back in 1972. As necessary,
to compensate for this slowdown, at midnight on the last day of June and/or December of each year,
an extra second is added, resulting in that final minute having 61 seconds. So, some minutes are more
equal than others!
A prominent theory of Earth’s creation (No; not the 7-day one!) is that it was formed after another
object struck it and spun off Earth debris to create the Moon. The impact started the Earth spinning on
its own axis at a rate of about once every 24 hours.
When we use the term year, we’re talking about a solar year, which is based on the time it takes for
the Earth to revolve once around the Sun. Calendars based on this time are solar calendars, of which
the Gregorian calendar used in many countries, is one example. A calendar based on the cycles of lunar
phases is, not surprisingly, a lunar calendar. Some calendars use a combination of factors relating to
both the Sun and the Moon. (See Chinese calendar, Hebrew calendar, Hindu calendar, Islamic calendar,
and Thai calendar.)

11.7

The Moon’s Orbit

The moon orbits the Earth approximately every 27.3 days, although many people approximate this to
28 days. This orbit path is elliptical in shape and the distance from the Earth and the nearest and
farthest point of the Moon’s orbit differs by about 26,000 miles (41,600 kms). At certain times, the
Moon appears so close to the Earth that we call it a supermoon.
Apparently, the Moon is moving ever so slightly away from the Earth.

11.8

Miscellaneous Bits

So, who owns the Moon and, legally, what can they do with it? For more information see Outer Space
Treaty and Moon Agreement.
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The name of the day of the week Monday, comes from the Old English “day of the moon.” (Equivalent
Germanic-language words have an equivalent basis.) In French, that day is Lundi, luni in Romanian, and
lunes in Spanish.
It takes light about 1.26 seconds to travel between the Moon and Earth (compared with about 8.33
minutes to travel between the Sun and the Earth).
Click here to see a list of the artificial objects on the Moon.
The International Red Cross is well known in most Western countries; however, give the word cross
implies a Christian influence, a corresponding branch of this organization, the Red Crescent, was
created. The crescent shape appears as one of the phases of the Moon, and as Islamic countries
typically use a lunar calendar, the crescent appears on some of their national flags.
The idiomatic English phrase “once in a blue moon” means “a long time.” Typically, a blue moon is the
second full moon in a given month, and has nothing to do with the Moon’s color.
By the way, have you ever mooned anyone, or been mooned? Try it sometime!

11.9

Conclusion

According to Wikipedia, ‘There is a traditional belief that the Man in the Moon enjoyed drinking,
especially claret. An old ballad goes (shown here with original spelling):
Our man in the moon drinks clarret,
With powder-beef, turnep, and carret.
If he doth so, why should not you
Drink until the sky looks blew?
In the English Middle Ages and renaissance, the moon was held to be the god of drunkards, and at
least three London taverns were named “The Man in the Moone.”’
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12.

November 2016, “Signs of Life: Part 6”

From time to time during my travels, I come across signs that I find interesting for one reason or
another. Sometimes, they contain clever writing, are humorous, or remind me of some place or event.
Here are some more from various trips.

The Happy Chicken
restaurant in Valladolid on
the Yucatan Peninsula of
Mexico. From the menu:
Every day: charbroiled
chicken with soup broth
and onion.
On Saturdays and Sundays
after 10:30 am: ribs and
grilled beef, and soft
drinks.
It seems to me that the
chickens would not be
very happy to be there,
once they knew their fate!
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Okay, smarty pants;
try pronouncing
that!
On the Yucatan
Peninsula of
Mexico, there are
underground rivers,
which are reached
through sinkholes
called cenotes.
Some place
names—like this
one—are based on
indigenous
languages.

A highway sign in
the Spanishspeaking US
territory of Puerto
Rico.
Now a certain
unnamed friend was
riding with us, and
after she’d seen
numerous signs like
this, she remarked,
“That town called
Salida sure is a
popular place!”
Salida is Spanish for
exit! How
embarrassing!
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Perhaps a better
way to be “Working
with the
Community” would
be to get all that
crap out of the
Thames River!

From a recreation
center in the
Netherlands.
I never did figure
out why black
poodles were
banned!
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The reception area
of a rural motel in
New Mexico, USA.
Each cabin/room
was named for a
bird or animal; I was
in Rabbit. Out my
back door, a stream
ran rapidly past,
and, yes, there was
even a young beaver
swimming there
with his small lodge
off to one side.

Apparently, Einstein
and Medusa had the
same hair stylist!
From the tulip
festival in Ottawa,
Canada, in 2008.
Click here to read
about Princess
Juliana of the
Netherlands and her
exile in Canada,
which led to this
tulip festival.
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I never did figure
out who these
characters were, but
they were
beckoning me to a
restaurant in the
streets aound Ueno
Station in Tokyo.

After World War I
(the war to end all
wars!), the French
embarked on a
huge construction
project, the
Maginot Line.
Unfortunately, it
was never finished,
and the Germans
entered France in
WWII by making an
end-run through
Belgium; tricky
devils!
I toured a section of
the underground
fortifications.
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From Japan.
No funny
business with
your dog;
wakarimasu
(do you
understand)?
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From Munich, Germany: A butcher
shop (metzgerei) that sells horse
(pferd) meat!

From the very
quaint east German
village of
Tiefengruben, near
Weimar:
The German
equivalent to, “Slow
down; children at
play.” Literally,
Caution, Children.
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The Hotel Elephant
in Weimar,
Germany. Famous
as a dining place for
Goethe, Schiller,
Liszt, and Wagner.

Hmm. Pub food in
Rome, Italy.
Whatever might
that entail?
I’m reminded of the
Roman Centurion
who walked into a
bar and held up two
fingers (like the
English “V-forVictory”), which
meant, he wanted
“5 beers”!
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A street name in
Rome, Italy.
Interestingly, the
word propaganda is
derived from
propagate, and the
negative meaning
the former has
today only came
into being during
World War I.

A manhole cover in Rome,
Italy.
According to Wikipedia, “SPQR
is an acronym of a Latin
phrase, Senātus Populusque
Rōmānus ("The Senate and
People of Rome”), referring to
the government of the ancient
Roman Republic, and used as
an official emblem of the
modern-day commune
(municipality) of Rome.
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Annex A.
A.1

Cumulative Index for Volumes 1–11

Postings in Reverse Chronological Order

Here are the essays posted thus far, with the most recent listed first:

A.1.1
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

A.1.2
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

A.1.3
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Volume 11
#132 November 2020: Signs of Life: Part 22 — Switzerland
#131 October 2020: School Days: Part 2
#130 September 2020: Travel – Memories of Russia
#129 August 2020: Signs of Life: Part 21 — the Northern Neck of Virginia, USA
#128 July 2020: School Days: Part 1
#127 June 2020: Travel – Memories of Chile
#126 May 2020: Signs of Life: Part 20 — Edinburgh, Scotland; London, England; Beijing, China;
and more
#125 April 2020: The REALLY BIG Picture
#124 March 2020: Travel – Memories of the US Desert Southwest
#123 February 2020: Signs of Life: Part 19 — Edinburgh, Scotland
#122 January 2020: Football, Aussie Style
#121 December 2019: Travel – Memories of Yorkshire

Volume 10
#120 November 2019: Signs of Life: Part 18 — Japan
#119 October 2019: Washington D.C.
#118 September 2019: Travel – Memories of New Mexico
#117 August 2019: Signs of Life: Part 17 — Texas and Utah
#116 July 2019: My Experience with Airbnb
#115 June 2019: Travel – From Adelaide to Washington DC
#114 May 2019: Signs of Life: Part 16 — St. Croix
#113 April 2019: Law Enforcement in the US
#112 March 2019: Travel – Memories of Abu Dhabi, UAE
#111 February 2019: Signs of Life: Part 15 — Norway
#110 January 2019: My Time in Maine
#109 December 2018: Travel – Memories of Prague, Salzburg, and-Munchen

Volume 9
#108 November 2018: Signs of Life: Part 14 — Croatia, Slovenia, and Italy.
#107 October 2018: Living in Chicago
#106 September 2018: Travel – Memories of Puerto Rico
#105 August 2018: Signs of Life: Part 13 — Croatia.
#104 July 2018: A Little Bit of Religion
#103 June 2018: Travel – Memories of Sacramento, Tahoe, Reno, & Napa Valley
#102 May 2018: Signs of Life: Part 12 — Vienna, Austria, and Seoul, Korea.
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#101 April 2018: These United States
#100 March 2018: Travel – Memories of The Dalmatian Coast
#99 February 2018: Signs of Life: Part 11 — US states of Idaho, Wyoming, and Montana, and
Korea and Japan
#98 January 2018: Having a Plan B
#97 December 2017: Travel – Memories of The Hill Country, Texas, Y’all

Volume 8
#96 November 2017: Signs of Life: Part 10 — Hawaii
#95 October 2017: English – Part 7: Adverbs
#94 September 2017: Travel – Memories of Aruba, Bonaire, and Curaçao
#93 August 2017: Signs of Life: Part 9 — Barcelona, Spain
#92 July 2017: What is Normal – Part 10. Automobiles and Driving
#91 June 2017: Travel – Memories of Jordan
#90 May 2017: Signs of Life: Part 8 — France, Finland, California, Croatia, England, Korea, and
Washington State
#89 April 2017: Oh, the Things that I have Eaten
#88 March 2017: Travel – Memories of Southeast England
#87 February 2017: Signs of Life: Part 7 — Italy, Jordan, and France
#86 January 2017: Travel – Airports
#85 December 2016: Travel – Memories of Cornwall and Devon

Volume 7
#84 November 2016: Signs of Life: Part 6 — Various countries
#83 October 2016: A Little Bit of Astronomy: The Moon
#82 September 2016: Travel – Memories of Poland
#81 August 2016: Signs of Life: Part 5 — Various countries
#80 July 2016: It's all Greek to Me
#79 June 2016: Travel – Memories of South America
#78 May 2016: Signs of Life: Part 4 — Australia
#77 April 2016: English – Part 6: Verbs
#76 March 2016: Travel – Memories of Switzerland
#75 February 2016: Signs of Life: Part 3 — London and Yorkshire
#74 January 2016: Accidents and Incidents
#73 December 2015: Travel – Memories of Germany

Volume 6
#72 November 2015: Signs of Life: Part 2 — London and Yorkshire
#71 October 2015: What is Normal – Part 9. An American in Australia
#70 September 2015: Travel – Memories of Austria
#69 August 2015: Signs of Life: Part 1 — London and Yorkshire
#68 July 2015: Confessions of a Canine Companion
#67 June 2015: Travel – Memories of Mexico and Central America
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#66 May 2015: What is Normal – Part 8: Public Holidays
#65 April 2015: Travel – Memories of Asia
#64 March 2015: A Little Bit of Royalty
#63 February 2015: Travel – Memories of the Eastern Bloc
#62 January 2015: Sockets, Plugs, and Cables
#61 December 2014: Travel – Oh the Places I have Stayed

Volume 5
#60 November 2014: English – Part 5: Adjectives
#59 October 2014: Travel – Memories of the Benelux Countries
#58 September 2014: Abbreviations and Acronyms
#57 August 2014: Travel – Memories of Japan
#56 July 2014: Technology, Revisited
#55 June 2014: Travel – Memories of Australia
#54 May 2014: What is Normal – Part 7: What's in a Name?
#53 April 2014: Travel – Memories of Ireland and the UK
#52 March 2014: A Little Bit of Mathematics
#51 February 2014: Travel – Memories of Scandinavia
#50 January 2014: The Cost of Bad Weather and Natural Disasters
#49 December 2013: Travel – Memories of Italy

Volume 4
#48 November 2013: English – Part 4: Pronouns
#47 October 2013: Last Writes — Leaving an audit trail for your executor and/or loved ones
#46 September 2013: A Little Bit of Kulcha – Part 4 — Gardens, Theme Parks, Parliament
Houses and Capitals, National Parks and Historic Places, and some Odds and Ends
#45 August 2013: A Little Bit of Kulcha – Part 3 — Museums and Art Galleries, Libraries, and
Aquariums
#44 July 2013: English – Part 3: Nouns
#43 June 2013: A Little Bit of Kulcha – Part 2 — Royal Hangouts and Military-Related Places and
Things
#42 May 2013: A Little Bit of Kulcha – Part 1 — Ancient Civilizations and Old Sites, and Religious
Places and Artifacts
#41 April 2013: Standards – The Secret Life of a Language Lawyer — A look at some everyday
standards and conventions
#40 March 2013: What is Normal – Part 6: Weights and Measures
#39 February 2013: The Big Move — preparing and selling a house, finding another one, and
moving.
#38 January 2013: Starting your Own Non-Profit
#37 December 2012: Symbols and Marks

Volume 3
#36 November 2012: English – Part 2: Pronunciation
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#35 October 2012: A Little Bit More American Civics — The Congress, Presidential Succession,
The Supreme Court, and the Flag
#34 September 2012: A Little Bit of American Civics — The Constitution, Presidency, Vice
Presidency, and Cabinet
#33 August 2012: What is Normal – Part 5: Numbers and Counting Systems
#32 July 2012: Are You Getting Enough Vacation?
#31 June 2012: English – Part 1: A Potpourri
#30 May 2012: Shooting and Editing Home Video
#29 April 2012: Electronic Mail Etiquette — Some of my pet peeves and observations about
people who use email
#28 March 2012: How Committees Work — My take on 40 years of committee participation,
and how successful committees can and should work.
#27 February 2012: Living in Utopia — Life in a planned American city.
#26 January 2012: Travel – Packing and Preparing
#25 December 2011: Making Good-Looking Documents — Some tips on how to take advantage
of a word processing program.

Volume 2
#24 November 2011: A Little Foreign Language Goes a Long Way — The advantages of having
some basic foreign language skills when traveling.
#23 October 2011: Starting Your Own Business
#22 September 2011: What is Normal – Part 4: Dates and Times
#21 August 2011: Teaching English as a Second Language
#20 July 2011: A Walk along the River — A look back at my 187-mile hike along the Thames
Path in England.
#19 June 2011: Just Me and MiniMe: Traveling with Technology
#18 May 2011: Planning for Success
#17 April 2011: Travel – FAQs
#16 March 2011: What is Normal – Part 3: Money
#15 February 2011: Talk is Cheap. Write it Down — I explore what I perceive to be the four
stages of turning a dream into reality and why many people don't have what it takes to go
beyond the first one or two stages.
#14 January 2011: Waiting My Turn — A look back at all those times I'd stood in line or taken a
number and waited my turn.
#13 December 2010: Technology, Unplugged – Part 2 — I discuss automobiles, still and video
cameras, the written word, a digital data preservation strategy, and my right-hand gadget.

Volume 1
#12 November 2010: Technology, Unplugged – Part 1 — I discuss the telephone, television, the
internet, and recorded music.
#11 October 2010: Books by My Bed — My love of books.
#10 September 2010: Making Allowances — My experiences in setting up an allowance for my
son.
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#9 August 2010: Confessions of an Obama Volunteer — My involvement in the 2008 US
Presidential election.
#8 July 2010: What is Normal? – Part 2: Writing Systems
#7 June 2010: Australia and the U.S. – A Contrast — A comparison of the following: politics and
government, law enforcement, taxation, education, and changing light bulbs.
#6 May 2010: Travel – Fly Me to the Moon — My flight log after 40 years of air travel.
#5 April 2010: The Road to US Citizenship
#4 March 2010: What is Normal? – Part 1: Getting Started
#3 February 2010: Where’s My Damn Gold Watch? — A look back at my first 40 years in the
workforce.
#2 January 2010: Travel – Home Stays
#1 December 2009: Hi Ho, Hi Ho, it’s Off to Blog We Go — The introduction to my blog.

Series: Travel
#130 September 2020: Travel – Memories of Russia
#127 June 2020: Travel – Memories of Chile
#124 March 2020: Travel – Memories of the US Desert Southwest
#121 December 2019: Travel – Memories of Yorkshire
#118 September 2019: Travel – Memories of New Mexico
#115 June 2019: Travel – From Adelaide to Washington DC
#112 March 2019: Travel – Memories of Abu Dhabi, UAE
#109 December 2018: Travel – Memories of Prague, Salzburg, and-Munchen
#106 September 2018: Travel – Memories of Puerto Rico
#103 June 2018: Travel – Memories of Sacramento, Tahoe, Reno, & Napa Valley
#100 March 2018: Travel – Memories of The Dalmatian Coast
#97 December 2017: Travel – Memories of The Hill Country, Texas, Y’all
#94 September 2017: Travel – Memories of Aruba, Bonaire, and Curaçao
#91 June 2017: Travel – Memories of Jordan
#88 March 2017: Travel – Memories of Southeast England
#86 January 2017: Travel – Airports
#85 December 2016: Travel – Memories of Cornwall and Devon
#82 September 2016: Travel – Memories of Poland
#79 June 2016: Travel – Memories of South America
#76 March 2016: Travel – Memories of Switzerland
#73 December 2015: Travel – Memories of Germany
#70 September 2015: Travel – Memories of Austria
#67 June 2015: Travel – Memories of Mexico and Central America
#65 April 2015: Travel – Memories of Asia
#63 February 2015: Travel – Memories of the Eastern Bloc
#61 December 2014: Travel – Oh the Places I have Stayed
#59 October 2014: Travel – Memories of the Benelux Countries
#57 August 2014: Travel – Memories of Japan
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#55 June 2014: Travel – Memories of Australia
#53 April 2014: Travel – Memories of Ireland and the UK
#51 February 2014: Travel – Memories of Scandinavia
#49 December 2013: Travel – Memories of Italy
#26 January 2012: Travel – Packing and Preparing
#17 April 2011: Travel – FAQs
#6 May 2010: Travel – Fly Me to the Moon — My flight log after 40 years of air travel.
#2 January 2010: Travel – Home Stays

Series: What is Normal
#92 July 2017: What is Normal – Part 10. Automobiles and Driving
#71 October 2015: What is Normal – Part 9. An American in Australia
#66 May 2015: What is Normal – Part 8: Public Holidays
#54 May 2014: What is Normal – Part 7: What's in a Name?
#40 March 2013: What is Normal – Part 6: Weights and Measures
#33 August 2012: What is Normal – Part 5: Numbers and Counting Systems
#22 September 2011: What is Normal – Part 4: Dates and Times
#16 March 2011: What is Normal – Part 3: Money
#8 July 2010: What is Normal? – Part 2: Writing Systems
#4 March 2010: What is Normal? – Part 1: Getting Started

Series: English
#95 October 2017: English – Part 7: Adverbs
#77 April 2016: English – Part 6: Verbs
#60 November 2014: English – Part 5: Adjectives
#48 November 2013: English – Part 4: Pronouns
#44 July 2013: English – Part 3: Nouns
#36 November 2012: English – Part 2: Pronunciation
#31 June 2012: English – Part 1: A Potpourri

Series: A Little Bit of ...
#104 July 2018: A Little Bit of Religion
#83 October 2016: A Little Bit of Astronomy: The Moon
#64 March 2015: A Little Bit of Royalty
#52 March 2014: A Little Bit of Mathematics
#46 September 2013: A Little Bit of Kulcha – Part 4 — Gardens, Theme Parks, Parliament
Houses and Capitals, National Parks and Historic Places, and some Odds and Ends
#45 August 2013: A Little Bit of Kulcha – Part 3 — Museums and Art Galleries, Libraries, and
Aquariums
#43 June 2013: A Little Bit of Kulcha – Part 2 — Royal Hangouts and Military-Related Places and
Things
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#42 May 2013: A Little Bit of Kulcha – Part 1 — Ancient Civilizations and Old Sites, and Religious
Places and Artifacts
#35 October 2012: A Little Bit More American Civics — The Congress, Presidential Succession,
The Supreme Court, and the Flag
#34 September 2012: A Little Bit of American Civics — The Constitution, Presidency, Vice
Presidency, and Cabinet

Series: Autobiographic Essays
#131 October 2020: School Days: Part 2
#128 July 2020: School Days: Part 1
#122 January 2020: Football, Aussie Style
#110 January 2019: My Time in Maine
#107 October 2018: Living in Chicago
#89 April 2017: Oh, the Things that I have Eaten
#74 January 2016: Accidents and Incidents
#68 July 2015: Confessions of a Canine Companion
#41 April 2013: Standards – The Secret Life of a Language Lawyer — A look at some everyday
standards and conventions
#39 February 2013: The Big Move — preparing and selling a house, finding another one, and
moving.
#27 February 2012: Living in Utopia — Life in a planned American city.
#14 January 2011: Waiting My Turn — A look back at all those times I'd stood in line or taken a
number and waited my turn.
#13 December 2010: Technology, Unplugged – Part 2 — I discuss automobiles, still and video
cameras, the written word, a digital data preservation strategy, and my right-hand gadget.
#12 November 2010: Technology, Unplugged – Part 1 — I discuss the telephone, television, the
internet, and recorded music.
#11 October 2010: Books by My Bed — My love of books.
#10 September 2010: Making Allowances — My experiences in setting up an allowance for my
son.
#9 August 2010: Confessions of an Obama Volunteer — My involvement in the 2008 US
Presidential election.
#5 April 2010: The Road to US Citizenship
#3 February 2010: Where’s My Damn Gold Watch? — A look back at my first 40 years in the
workforce.

Series: Signs of Life
#129 August 2020: Signs of Life: Part 21 — the Northern Neck of Virginia, USA
#126 May 2020: Signs of Life: Part 20 — Edinburgh, Scotland; London, England; Beijing, China;
and more
#123 February 2020: Signs of Life: Part 19 — Edinburgh, Scotland
#120 November 2019: Signs of Life: Part 18 — Japan
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#117 August 2019: Signs of Life: Part 17 — Texas and Utah
#114 May 2019: Signs of Life: Part 16 — St. Croix
#111 February 2019: Signs of Life: Part 15 — Norway
#108 November 2018: Signs of Life: Part 14 — Croatia, Slovenia, and Italy.
#105 August 2018: Signs of Life: Part 13 — Croatia.
#102 May 2018: Signs of Life: Part 12 — Vienna, Austria, and Seoul, Korea.
#99 February 2018: Signs of Life: Part 11 — US states of Idaho, Wyoming, and Montana, and
Korea and Japan
#96 November 2017: Signs of Life: Part 10 — Hawaii
#93 August 2017: Signs of Life: Part 9 — Barcelona, Spain
#90 May 2017: Signs of Life: Part 8 — France, Finland, California, Croatia, England, Korea, and
Washington State
#87 February 2017: Signs of Life: Part 7 — Italy, Jordan, and France
#84 November 2016: Signs of Life: Part 6 — Various countries
#81 August 2016: Signs of Life: Part 5 — Various countries
#78 May 2016: Signs of Life: Part 4 — Australia
#75 February 2016: Signs of Life: Part 3 — London and Yorkshire
#72 November 2015: Signs of Life: Part 2 — London and Yorkshire
#69 August 2015: Signs of Life: Part 1 — London and Yorkshire
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